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Softball kicks off
its inaugural
season, splitting
games with
Bethune-Cookman
and Arkansas•

THE:,Central florida

•

-see Sports, pg. B-20
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,Headless angel has police searching

•

NATHAN LANEY
STAFF WRITER

•

•
MISSY NORDSTROM

I CFF

The headless angel doesn't seem to bother Terry Corona (left)
and Karen Tapella.

The angel sculpture (officially
named Garden Sculpture I) in what
is referred to as ascending angel
plaza across from the Student
Union, is without its orange head.
Vandals detached the head sometime before 8 a.m. on Nov. 20,
2001. There were no witnesses and
no one has confessed to the crime.
Freshman Kemba Pinkston

said, "It was just childish to do
something like that." She added,
"There needs to be· some kind of
punishment for this."
This marks the first time that
campus artwork has been the target of vandalism according to
Teresa Robert of the State Art and
Building Program. Robert said,
"I've never seen anything like this
in the past."
The sculpture was a 1995
work of Doris Leeper (1929-2000)

given by her family to UCF. A
Florida native, Leeper was well
known for her work as a painter
and an environmentalist. The
Orange County Registry of Artists
web page describes her public artwork as both freestanding and
wall-·hung. Leeper was a 1999
inductee to the Florida Artist's
Hall of Fame. She also founded the
Atlantic Center for the Arts in
PLEASE" SEE

Statue oN A-10 .

Employees
help police
catch fugitive

'Singled Out'
debuts at
Knights Krossing
KRISTA ZILIZI

•
•

•

•

'

STAFF WRITER

CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

Still single? Perhaps
Knights Krossing can help
you.
On Feb. 9. , 50 guys and 50
girls will participate in Knights
Krossing's own version of
MTV's dating game show
Singled Out.
"It's going to be as close to
the actual MTV Singled Out as
we can get, minus Jenny
McCarthy
and
Chris
Hardwick," Casey Svoboda,
the event's
coordinator
When:
and a resiSaturday,
dent assistant
at Knights
Feb. 9, 2 p.m.
Krossing
said.
Where:
But
the choKnights
sen
hosts
Krossing Phase
will certainly
2 Clubhouse
fill
their
shoes,
according to Svoboda. Dariel
Henry, president of URSA for
affiliated housing will host the
event along with Jessica
Deerwater, a resident assistant
at Knights Krossing.
"They both have really
outgoing personalities and are
perfect for these positions,"
Svoboda said.
The event, which is a joint
effort
between
Knights
Krossing Phase 2, Axis
Magazine and UCF's WNCS,
is open to any single college
PLEASE SEE

Winners

ON

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

One student appealed to the conscience of would be bike thieves.

Police searching
for bike thief
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

Seventeen students have reported
stolen bicycles since Jan. 7. The bikes,
ranging in value from $35 to $300, were
taken from bike racks across campus.
Police believe the thief is using wire
cutters or clippers to snap the cable on
bike locks. None of the stolen bikes have
been recovered.
The series of thefts began on .the first
PLEASE SEE

Students

oN

A-3

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

To help prevent bike theft students can register their
bikes with the UCF police department.

A-3

UCFFACT
This month in history-

1966: University named Florida
Technical University
1992: Jesse Jackson .speaks at UCF

UCF police arrested' a man
they believe may be responsible
for 15 reported vending
machine burglaries on campus
since
November
2001.
The fugitive from
justice,
George
Delisle,
was
arrested
on
a
Delisle charge of
felony
burglary for breaking into a
vending machine Jan. 31.
Action taken by two
Building Services employees,
Felicito Rodriguez and Cindy
Snyder, helped police locate and
arrest Delisle.
At about 12:20 a.m. ,
Rodriguez and Snyder called
police to report a suspicious person tampering with a vending
machine in the Engineering II
Building. The employees saw a
man breaking into a vending
machine with a tire iron.
When Sgt. Gerald Emert
arrived about one minute after
the call, Rodriguez flagged
down Emert and frantically
pointed out the suspect as he
walked toward the Business
Building.
PLEASE SEE

Big fat Liar
Frankie Muniz is telling tall tales. Will
'Big Fat Liar' be a big fat box office bust?
-SEE ENTERTAINMENT, PG. B-1

Suspect oN A-3
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*Leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes l st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title and license.

$229 mo/48 mos.*
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• 4 YR 50,000
Mile Bumper-toBumper Warranty

• 5 YR 60,000
Mile Powertrain
Warranty

Powertrain Warranty

• 5 YR 60,000 Mile

Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile

*leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title and license.

$299 mo/48 mos.*

2002 All New Passal GLS

payment, 0 sec.'
deposit, tags,
title and license.

$0 tot~! down.
Includes 1st

*Leases are
calculated with

$226 mo/48 mos.·

2002 Gl Golf

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty
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Powertra~n Warranty
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Side airbags, .ABS, Keyless Remote,
· Alarm, & much more!
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Remote, All Power, & much more!

Side airbags, Alloy Wheels, Keyless

~•

2002 All New Cabrio G
$299 mo/48 mos.*
*leases are calculated with
$0 total down . Includes l st
payment, 0 sec. deposit,
tags, title and license.
• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
• 5 YR 60,0o'o Mile
Powertrain Warranty
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• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

' 2002 All New GTI

$219 mo/48 mos.*

* Leases are calculated with
$0 total down. Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags,
title and license.

2002 Jena GL

$239 mo/48 mos.*

*Leases are calculated with
$0 total down, Includes 1:>t
payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags,
title and license.
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401-365-3300

Next to Flea World
In Sanford

M-F 9-9 • Sal 9-8 • Sun 11-6
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Students·can register bikes wlth campus~ :i~lice
FROM PAGE

day of classes, when Erin
Mccrary reported her $300 Fug_i
mountain bike stolen from the
rack at the Delta Delta Delta
sorority house.
McCrary had left for winter
vacation Dec. 10, and noticed
her bike was missing when she
returned for classes.
Since McCrary reported her
bike stolen, bikes have disappeared on an almost daily basis
from racks at the communications, chemistry, engineering,
and business administration
buildings, as well as the student
union and several dorms.
Freshman Wesley Gunn's

•

•

.
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·Winners go
on free date
FROM PAGE

•
>

•

'

•

•
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student.
The contest chooses 50 single women and 50 single men to
fill the Singled Out dating pool.
One man and one woman are
chosen as contestants who eliminate participants from the dating
pgol in three separate rounds.
Dating pool participants are eliminated throughout the show based
on various survey questions and
contests, until one dating pool
participant remains.
"The winner will receive a
date completely paid for and
chaperoned by us," Svoboda said.
"The two winning couples will go
on a double date and the date will
be. taped so we can show everyone afterwards, kind of like
'Blind Date."'
Svoboda said plans for the
event began in November by
Knights Krossing's Phase 2 resident assistants.
"I chose Feb. 9 because it
was close to Valentine's Day and
it just seemed like a good time of
year to have it," Svoboda said.
Svoboda had doubts about
whether students would show
interest in the event.
"Sometimes it's hard to get
the residents out of their apartments to get involved in programs, but I have definitely been
proven wrong," she said.
"There's such a diverse group of
students who have signed up and
have been really excited about it."
Svoboda added: "This is
something you would see on
MTV's Spring Break or something along those lines. I know
I've always wanted to be a part of
that kind of thing so even though
MTV may not be here, I think
students are going to want to be ~
part of something like this."
The event, which will be
held at Knight Krossing Phase 2
poolside, will have a deejay, food,
prizes and contests for the audiences as well as participants.

bike was stolen from the rack
outside the visual arts building.
"I went to leave class, but
my bike wasn't where I had left
it," Gunn said. "So I walked all
around the rack, and no bike. I
went to other racks, and still no
bike. Finally, I figured I had better go to the police station."
Gunn said not having his
bike has prevented him from
doing several of his normal
activities.
"Now that I have no bike, I
have to walk to school or ride
the bus," Gunn said. "It used to
take me five minutes to get there
on the bike. Now it's at least 15
or 20 minutes."
Gunn also said that he is

willing to press charges if the
thief is found.
"Not having a bike has been
a huge pain," Gunn said. "I can't
get to school, and I can't exercise like I used to. Whoever is
doing this should really have to
pay for it.".
Sergeant Troy Williamson,
UC~'s crime prevention coordinator, agrees. But until the thief
is caught, Williamson suggests
students take measures to protect their bikes.
Williamson recommended
that students use typical crime
prevention measures, such as
using metal locks and parking
bikes in populated areas. He
said it is also important to docu-

ment the serial number of your
bike and keep the number somewhere safe. Finally, students
should make _their bikes unique
in some way, so they are easily
identifiable.
"The best thing to do. is get
your name or driver's lice.p.se
number put on the bike,"
Williamson said. "Anything to
distinguish it from all the other
bikes that are the same make
and color. That way, if it is
recovered, there is no doubt it's
yours."
importantly,
Most
Williamson said, is registering
your bike with campus police.
"When students register
their bikes, we put a decal on

it," Williamson said. "So if the
bike is stolen, it works like a
VIN and we can track it."
Williamson added:
"We
had a problem a few years ago
with someone· who had been
stealing bikes. We caught the
guy, and he had been pawning
them at this shop. But since
there was no proof that one of
the bikes at the shop belonged to
one of our victims - the bike
wasn't registered, no serial
number, nothing - we couldn't
confiscate it as stolen property.
The victim had to go buy his
own bike back from the pawnshop. Students should protect
themselves and register the
bikes as soon as possible."

.----...,,.....-------Around Campus
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

New director for UCF's
simulation research institute
Randall Shumaker, superintendent of
the Information Technology Division at the
Naval Research Laboratory since 1989, has
been named the new director of the Institute
for Simulation & Training at the University
of Central Florida. He will leave his position with the federal goveroment tojoinj}ie
university in March.
Shumaker's selection is the result of a
five-month nationwide search for a new
diiector for IST, the university's simulation
research institute with 135 faculty
researchers, scientists and support staff.
Last year the center received $8 million in
sponsored research funding. During the
vacancy, deputy director Brian Goldiez
served as interim director.
UCF hires new general counsel
UCF has appointed W. Scott Cole, the
former associate general counsel of the
University of Florida to become the
University of Central Florida's head counsel on Feb. 4.
Cole has served as associate general
counsel at UF since 1992, and will succeed
Mary Beth Liberto as UCF's general counsel.

Career Expo here again
Students have chance to meet with
nearly 200 employers. Students are advised

to bring resumes and dress professionally.
The Expo is Feb. 6 and starts at 10 a.m.

Nutrition seminars to be held

Chamber Arts Series at UCF
The Department of Music presents the
Chamber Arts Series: the Arman Trio (from
Paris): Deniz Arman Gelenbe, piano,
Constantin Bogdanas, violin and Dorel
Fodoreanu, cello. Admission: $10. Students·
with UCF ID: free. They will be performing
Beethoven: Trio Op.70 No. 1, Baran. The
event will be held Feb., 8-10 p.m.

The Campus Wellness Center's dietitian offers free nutrition seminars only for
students. See below for the schedule. If you
can't attend the seminars, all the powerpoint presentations and handouts for the
seminars are available in the nutrition secof
their
web
site:
tion
Students invited to
www.shs.ucf.edu/nutrition.htrn. The web
site is also full of other nutrition informa- SGA senate meetings
Do you have ideas on how to make
tion for students that may answer many of
your nutrition questions/concerns.
UCF even better? Ever wonder where your
All seminars meet Wednesdays, 6-7 :30 Activity and Service Fees are being spent?
p.m., at the Campus Wellness Center in the Take the opportunity to address your electRecreation Center Bldg., 1st floor; side ed officials during the Open Forum section
entrance. Please email your social security of SGA senate meetings. Meetings are
number
and
name
to Thursdays, 7 p.m. in the Student Union Key
wellness@mail.ucf.edu or call 407-823- West Ballroom.
5841 to register.
Feb 6 - Good nutrition for busy students Generation
Feb 13 - Dietary supplements for weight ,
loss,
energy
and
more Donation
Miss
UCF
Feb 20 - Nutrition for exercisers
Mar 6 - Controlling stress eating 2001, Mandy Taylor,
has been named the
Mar 20 - Exam-time energy boosters
official spokesperson for Generation
Hospitality career fair
Donation. The orgaOn Feb. 7 from 9 .a.m.-12 p.m., more nization recruits stu50 employers from the hospitality dents to donate
Taylor
industry will recruit students and interview blood. Taylor will
on campus.
visit clubs and orgaFor more info, go to http://www.hospi- nizations to gain support for the program
and blood drives.
tality.ucf.edu

than

Suspect broke into vending machines
FROM PAGE

A-1

Emert stopped and secured
Delisle, 25. Emert arrested
Delisle after a National Crime
Information
Center
search
revealed he was a .fugitive from
justice wanted on an out-of-state
warrant for violation of probation.
After the arrest, Emert
returned Delisle to Engineering II
where Rodriguez and Snyder
positively identified Delisle as
the man they saw breaking into
the vending machine.

Emert then charged Delisle,
of Orlando, with felony counts of
burglary, possession of burglary
tools and criminal mischief to a
vending machine.
At the time of his arrest,
Delisle had several dollar bills in
his pockets and carried a backpack containing $168 in dollar
bills, a lug wrench, one pair of
·pliers and a tire iron.
Police added a misdemeanor
charge of trespassing after warning when a check of UCF records
revealed an active trespass warning for Delisle. Police issued the

warning Nov. 23, 2001.
Police then learned Delisle
was seen at vending machines in
two other buildings the same
night. They charged Delisle with
two more felony counts, one for
burglary and one for possession
of burgl¥Y tools.
Delisle could face several
more felony burglary charges
pending further police investigation into the other reported burglaries. Each of the 15 reports
filed since November 2001 could
include four to five vending
per
incident,
machines

Williamson said.
Delisle was taken to the
Orange County Central Booking
Office to be booked as a fugitive
from justice and held without
bond.
Williamson stressed the
importance of the Building
Services employees being alert to
suspicious behavior and calling
polic~.

Building Services employees helped police solve a similar
case of burglaries about two to
three years ago, Williamson said.

Mock interviews for
internships, jobs
DENISE

A UFFANT

STAFF WRITER

With graduation quickly
approaching, many students
are busy preparing resumes
and g~tting ready for interviews. The Career Resource
Center offers many services
. to help stm;lents to find jobs
after graduation.
One of the most popular
services is the Interviewing
Techniques Workshop. This
workshop teaches students
proper interview attire, skills
employers are looking for ~d
the type of questions employers will ask during an interview.
Career Resource Center
employee Tom Barr said:
"This workshop and our job
search workshop are very
popular with students. We
have always gotten positive
feedback from the students;
they find the information very
useful."
This semester, many students attended workshops to
prepare for the Criminal
Justice Career Expo and the
upcoming Spring Career
Expo.
Kathleen Carter said: "I
am graduating this semester
and the Career Expo was a big
push for me to come and learn

how to interview better. I
found the workshop very
helpful and useful in my job
search."
The Career Resource
Center also offers mock interviews for students who want
additional practice before
heading out to the job fairs.
"Students can come in
and have a run-through interview," Barr said. "It will be
exactly like the interview they
will face in the work force."
The workshops are not
just limited to graduating
seniors, all students can find
something beneficial by
attending.
Sarah Blam said: "Even
though I am not graduating
this semester, I found this
beneficial. I learned a lot
more about interviews and
even saw some mistakes I had
made in the past."
The Career Resource
Center offers internship listings, help with resume writing and a major and career
exploration workshop for
freshman and sophomores.
Barr said: "We get students from all grades. Some
are just preparing for getting
an internship, while others are
looking for jobs after college.
We have something for all of
them."

Hospitality motivated employers
looking for motivated students
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

As far as the field of hospitality management
goes, the Central Florida area has all that a professional could ask for. With Walt Disney World,
Universal Studies and Sea World right around the
corner, and an abundance of hotels, restaurants and
other attractions in the vicinity, the demand for
graduates in this area is definitely present.
It is up to students to locate a company best
suited for them, and this is one of the reasons why
the school of hospitality management will hold it's
second annual career fair Thursday, ·Feb. 7.
The fair will be 9 a.m.-12 p.m. in the UCF
Arena. There will be about 24 companies in attendance looking for prospective employees. Students
attending this event should wear professional business attire and also bring copies of their resumes to
leave with interested business contacts.
There are two central purposes to this event.
Dr. Breiter, a CFHLA professor in convention and
conference management, said, "The objectives are
for the hospitality recruiters to become familiar
with our school and our students, and hire them for
internships and permanent positions."
She added, "It is also for the students to learn
about the different employers and locate internships
and permanent positions."
Cassie Silvia, a first year student and undecided major said: "Because I am an undecided major, I
am definitely going to attend the career fair. It will
present me with a prospective on what is offered

Today's Headline.
88% of UCF Students have never
·b een hurt, injured, or threatened
by violence due to. alcohol use.·

Southern cities changing tune,
encouraging study of Black history
TIM FUNK
KNIGHT RIDDER

CHARLOTTE, N.C.-As the
country kicks off another
Black
History
Month,
Southern cities that once
downplayed or even ignored
the slavery and civil rights
struggles in their past are starting to shine a spotlight on the
lives and achievements of generations of African Americans.
Charleston, S.C., the main
port of entry for African slaves
into British North America, is
planning an ambitious slavery
museum. Fredericksburg, Va.,
is already building one. It beat
out Richmond .- one-time capital of the Confederacy - for a
national museum that's long
been a project of former
Virginia Gov. Doug Wilder,
the only African American
ever elected governor of a
state.
"This is overdue," says
Charleston Mayor Joe Riley.
"So often we as a society
come to the same conclusion
together."
The history of the civil
·rights movement is also getting a higher profile.
Last October, the ·reopening of the Levine Museum of
(

the New South brought something new to Charlotte - a
detailed exhibit on civil rights
struggles in the Carolinas,
complete with artifacts, photographs, videos and truthtelling text.
"Museums are the keepers
of a community's story," says
staff historian Tom Hanchett.
"And they're the places where
that story is passed on."
But why now?
Interviews with scholars,
politicians, curators and
tourist guides turned up three
big reasons:
-A rise in black political
power and black scholarship.
-The lure of the tourist
dollar.
-And a desire, by blacks
and whites who grew up in the
'60s and '70s, to tell a more
complete and honest story
about America and the South.
"We are the first post-civil
rights generation," s.ays David
Goldfield, a professor of history at UNC Charlotte. "Because
we're more removed from the
angst and bitterness of that
time, we have a better perspective."
As a teenager in Virginia,
PLEASE SEE

Herit0;ge ON A-8

within the field of hospitality, and help me to decide
if it something I would like to pursue."
Primarily, companies will be looking to hire
internships and permanent positions, however, there
is always a possibility for hourly positions for those
who aren't fully qualified. The fair is intended for
students-at all levels within the university.
"Even if they aren't getting ready for internships or graduation, they need to start networking
and gathering career information," Breiter said .
Rebecca King, a hospitality major, said: "I
think it is a great opportunity for myself and others
to make the connections we need for. our future in
hospitality. I'm glad they are holding the fair,
because it will be great for the underclassmen like
myself who don't know what they want to do yet."
Of the dozens of companies that will be present, some will be national companies, while others
are local to the Orlando area. Examples of companies planning to attend are Marriott, Hyatt, White
Lodging, Six Continents, Houstons and ClubCorp.
Jeff Gillett, the senior management recruiter
for Houstons Restaurants said: "Our company has
been recruiting at hotel and restaurant hospitality
programs for years, but we have just recently reenergized recruiting at UCF. This is due to the reputation of the program."
He added: "Our general manager at the Winter
Park location is an alumni of the program at UCF.
This program has been a wonderful resource for us.
At the fair, we will be looking for potential restaurant managers-people who are passionate about
the industry."

.Be the ·majo:rity, .not t~morrow's hea.dline . ..

'

'

For more infoniiation, call or stop by
· - REACH Peer Education
' (407)-823-5457 Trailer 716

~1:JCF . ·~IUit:I~~~~~
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Who's to blame for failed relationships?
Presentations on relationships popular with students
•
•

•
•

•
receive

no
formal training
on relationship
skills, we are
expected to be
good at these
things~

CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

•

Fear, a belief in relationship myths and
poor conflict resolution skills prevent many
intelligent, educated people from having
healthy relationships, according to Dr. Rich
McLaughlin.
During his Jan. 28 presentation, "Loving
Relationships," McLaughlin said the most
difficult things in our development are learning how to be a parent and how to have a
healthy, fulfilling relationship.
While people receive no formal training
on relationship skills, we are expected to be
good at both of these things, McLaughlin, of
the Counseling and Testing Center, said.

Though many people may be in relationships, the relationships are not all healthy or
happy.
The single-most reason people stay in
relationships is because they are afraid if they
get out of their current relationship, they will
never meet or be with anyone else,
McLaughlin said.
''You can never have a truly fulfilling,
healthy relationship until you've overcome
·
your terror of being alone," he said.
In the absence of formal training,
McLaughlin said people rely on parents, the
media, trial and error and friends to learn
about relationships. Considering the more
than 50 percent divorce rate, unrealistic portrayals of relationships in the i:nedia, and that
our friends know as much (or as little) as we
do, these avenues are not very effective.
People also suffer from a belief in relationship myths, McLaughlin said. He mentioned the beliefs: being in love and falling in
love is the same thing, all you need is love,
and that lasting love should be effortless.
McLaughlin gave several situations that
refute the "all you need is love" myth. He
said this myth does not hold true when there
is a violation of trust, there are differences in
the need for alone time, spending behaviors
differ or there are differences in religion.
To help couples achieve healthy relationships, McLaughlin identified characteristics, skills and guidelines for three stages of

love .
Stage 1 is the "Sparkle Stage." This
stage is characterized by obsessive behavior,
is based on our fantasy of who we want our
partner to be as opposed to who the person
really is and is stro_ngly influenced by sexual
attraction.
To navigate Stage 1, McLaughlin advises against making any long-term commitments or decisions, such as moving in together, getting engaged or getting married.
It is also important to develop a realistic
list of non-negotiable items for a relationship,
he said. These items identify the qualities you
want and cannot be happy without.
McLaughlin said if you have questions about
whether your items are realistic, ask someone
who is in a long-term, healthy relationship.
A person should also set limits early in a
relationship, advised McLaughlin. ''It is easier to teach your partner how to be with you
the right way, then re-teach them later," he
said.
McLaughlin said the two most critical
variables for determining if a relationship will
be a good one are how well you tolerate the
things you do not like and how well you deal
with conflict.
People may not know the answers to
these questions for about six months. Six
months is about how long Stage 1 can last.
Stage 2 is when "Reality Strikes." This
stage is characterized by conflict.

'
•

ARD
FEBRUARY
•
STOP BY THE TENT ON THE
GREEN IN FRONT OF THE
JOHN

T.

WASHINGTON CENTER•
•

McLaughlin also said it is the time people
come to grips with who their paitner really is,
and how that person falls short of our ideals .
In order to resolve the conflicts of Stage
2, couples should deal with issues as they
arise, fight fairly, argue one topic at a time,
ask for what they want directly and make "I
statements" to minimize defensiveness.
Stage 3 is the "Resolution" stage. In this
stage, couples reach a new level of intimacy
and learn to love their partner "warts and all."
McLaughlin said to expect change at this
stage and to be supportive of growth and
changes in your partner.
Ballroom H was filled with students
attending the presentation. A junior psychology major, who asked not to be identified, said
he attended because, ''I suck at relationships,
so why not?"
Van Dinh, a graduate student, said he
attended, "to try to improve myself and my
relationship."
After the presentation, freshman Patricia
Botero saiq: "I found it effective. It forced
me to get into perspective. It pointed out what
I'm doing right and where I can improve."
''Loving Relationships" was the first in a
serie~ of eight presentations by the
Counseling and Testing Ce~ter.
The presentations will be held every
Monday from 7-8:30 p.m. in the Pegasus H
Ballroom at the Student Union.
Future topics include: Let's Talk About
Sex, Eating Disorders, Selecting a College
Major, Shyness, Stress Managemei:it and
Tolerating Individual Differences.

Sticking to New Year's resolutions.·
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Twenty percent of polled students resolved to change something about their lives beginning
Jan. 1, 2002. But do students really keep their New Year's resolutions?
Half of the men and women
surveyed last week said they have
kept their resolutions.
Many students, such as freshman Adam Ledo, are pursw.ng
health goals. Ledo, a forensic science major, said his resolution
was to start bodybuilding. "I want
to get huge and massive," Ledo
said. "So far it's making me feel
dead sexy."
Sports management major
Dan Herlihy said he wants to gain
20 pounds by the end of the year.
"I only have 15 more to got"
Herlihy said.
Senior Wayne Noke broke
his resolution to quit smoking.
Noke said, "I lasted four days, but
then I went out one night and
freaked out! After a couple of
beers, I just couldn't stop myself."
A common resolution among
students is to consume less alcohol. Marketing major Richard
Hendiix said he has kept his goal

I Want to get huge and
massive. So far it's making me
feel dead sexy.
-ADAM LEOQ
Freshman ·

of partying less. Hendrix marveled, "It's down to only several
days a week now!"
Junior Becky Kiefer and
sophomore Andrew Miller both
broke their resolutions to stop biting their nails. Miller, a mechanical engineering major, said: "I did
it for a week and then just gave
up. I'll start over next year!"
Many students made resolutions to do better in school. Junior
electrical engineering major
Thaddeus Fair said he has been
keeping his resolution to attend
all of his classes. "Last semester
I had this chronic problem with
sleeping through class every
morning," Fair said.
Some students made financial resolutions. Freshmen Nick
Polydoroff, a political science

major, and Josh Knight, an electrical engineering major, agreed
that their resolutions are to spend
less that $100 on their Spring
Break trip. "We've decided to go
camping in the Keys and bring all
provisions,"
Knight
our
explained.
Other students made resolutions to keep their apartments
cleaner. Tony Lamama, a junior,
said his goal is to keep "rotten,
juicy, parasite-infested food" out
of his refrigerator.
"Everything was fine until
yesterday when a strong stench
urged me to open the bottom
drawer, and I found an old bag of
lettuce," Lamama explained. "It
was marinating in its own juices!
That experience definitely made
me want to keep my New Year's

resolution."
Some resolutions were
appearance-based.
Freshman
Marcus Patterson said his resolution is to let his hair grow out "I
really want to get dreadlocks,"
Patterson said. "It's actually been
really hard because I'm not used
to the feeling of my hair getting
long."
Humanities major Caroline
Bethencourt said her resolution is
to
purchase
a
vehicle.
"Specifically, I want to find an
old, 1940s puke-gre~n truck,"
Bet,hencourt said. "And it has to
have whitewall tires, vinyl seats
and a magenta rabbit's foot hanging from the rearview."
Bethencourt said finding this
particular vehicle has been her
lifelong dream. "This year it'~
destined to happen," she said. "I
can feel it!"
Adam Friden, a sophomore,
said his resolution was to "stop
making resolutions ... because they
never work!"
Despite the many resolutions
that students made, most of the
students interviewed said they
didn't make any resolutions at all.
Noke, whose plan to quit
smoking failed, agreed and said,
"Why make something when

Common New Year's
resolutions for
UCF students:
• Stop biting nails
• Stop smoking
• Eat healthier
•Work-out
•Study more
• Party less
• Stop spending money
frivolously
• Keep a clean apartment
• Change outward
appearances

you're going to break it?"
Leah Connolly, a junior math
and music major, defended the
tradition of resolutions. She said:
"At least New Years is a time
when people actually think about
changing, even if it only works
for a day!"

COMING WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2002
The University of Central Florida's

SPRING 2002 CAREER_EXPO
r
t

A chance for UCF students to meet with more
than 150 EMPLOYERS to discuss career
and employment opportunities
A list of employers is posted on· the CRC's website:

www.crc.ucf.edu
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6,-2002

10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

AT THE _UCF ARENA
PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE REQUIRED
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center.
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Around Campus
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CASCADES 3
floral Garden of Winter Park

COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

"*1kD

Waterford Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679~5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

15% Discount with UCF

A male baboon can kill a leopard.

Student or Faculty ID!

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

. Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery1'

In ancient China, people committed suicide by eating a pound of salt.

Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Second only to Christmas, Valentine's Day brings
out the card-giver In people, with an average of
1.01 billion cards purchased every year.

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

Student Leaders Wanted!.
Global perspective, Open-minded, Friendly, Diplomatic

Do you like International Travel?
Languages? Other Cultures? Ethnic Foods?

Interested in International Business?

•

The human foot has ·25 bones, 33 joints, 107 ligaments, 19 muscles and tendons. The 52 bones in
your feet make up about 25 percent of all the
bones in your body.
The English poet John Keats died at the age of 26.
Christopher Columbus had blond hair.

International Law? Communications?
By law, information collected in a U.S. census must
remain confidential for 72 years.

then .••..

Lead Conversation Hour
}Po-

~

•

);;>-

The only country in the world that has a Bill of
Rights for Cows is India.

Facilitate small group discussion
with international students
Volunteer 1 hour each week for the semester
Wednesdays or Thursdays 12-1or1-2

Florida is not the southernmost state in the United
States. Hawaii is farther south.

•Learn about other countries & cultures
*Try new ethnic foods at picnic
*Add an international element to your resume

In the latter part of the 18th century, Prussian surgeons treated stutterers by snipping off portions of
their tongues.

Sign up for Conversation Hour

407 .823.5515

The grizzly bear is capable of running as fast as
the average horse.

Starts January 23 & 24
Center for Multi-Lingual Multi-Cultural Studies
P.C. #547 (Next to water tower & Creative School)_

The Eiffel Tower is 984 feet tall.

10minutes

• No Appointments
Come in and check us
out- we are the JiftV
Lube franchise 01
the vear!

•

Newt Gingrich (politician)
Marilyn Monroe (actress)
Dan O'Brien (Olympic gold medallist, decathlon)
Nancy Reagan (actress; wife of U.S. president)
Dave Thomas (founder of WenBy's restaurant}
John J. Audubon (naturalist)
Ted Danson (actor)
Gerald Ford (U.S. president)
Melissa Gilbert (actress)
Tom Monaghan (founder of Domino's Pizza, former
owner of Detroit Tigers)

Open:
Mon-Fri 8-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun 8-6 p.m.

•

..

Birthdays

·-------------------------------~I

Jiffy lube signature Oil ochange

• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
•Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior windows
• Check brake fluid
level
• Lubricate chassis as
required

• Check & fill transmission I transaxel fluid
• Check & fill differential
fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery as
required
•Inflate tires to proper
pressure

onl$l 9.''

In music, a hemidemisemiquaver is a sixty-fourth
note.

Famous Adoptees

Just off the corner
of University and
Goldenrod.

.

Pears are a member of the rose family.

I
I
I
I
I
,I

~[ii

.Free.____,Fluid, IJ!J
Refills

Feb. 6,1895
Babe tGeorge
Herman} Ruth
,
baseball d: 1948

Carole King [Klein}
songwriter, singer

Feb. 7,1812
Charles Dickens
[John Huffam]
noveHst d: 1870

9-time U.S. Olympic
Gold Medalist swimming

Feb. 8,1925
Jack Lemmon
[John Uhter Ill]
Academy Award..win-

Feb. 10, 1950
Mark Spitz

Feb. 11, 1847
Thomas Alva Edison

inventor
Feb~

d: 1931

",

~

12, 1809

ning actor

Abraham

Feb. 9;1942

U.S. Presiderlt
d:1865

Linco~n

41

Between Services!

.-- ----- ---- --... ----- -- --------·- -.

·I

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. Expires 3/3/02. Coupon must be presented at time
of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

Quote of the week
"Tragedy is when I cut my finger. Comedy is
when you fall down an open manhole cover and
die."

· . -MEL BROOKS

African American
heritage growing
in popularity
major
hit
with
that
Confederate flag 'thing," she
Bill Beck - now the 48-year- says. "They're going to need a
old mayor of Fredericksburg - slave museum to get back in
worked as a tour guide at the people's good graces."
But Riley says the city's
Mary Washington House, the
motives
behind its planned
home of George's mother. He
$30
million
museum are "not
remembers taking tourists all
one
iota"
about luring
through the house, telling
tourists.
them about her tea set and the
"We feel a responsibility
Chippendale mirror hanging
to
do
it," he says. "This is
on her wall.
where
it should be. This is
"But we'd never tell them
where
Africans came into
about the six slaves she
North
America."
owned at the time," Beck
Charleston is awash in
says. "Slavery needs to be
history,
Riley says, and the
raised. It's part of the story."
city
has
been diligent about
The African American
presenting
its role in the
story, from slavery onward, is
American
Revolution
and the
an increasingly popular one
Civil
War.
with tourists, black and white.
"Where the slaves came
"Heritage
Tourism,"
from
and what happened to
which includes visiting historthem
is
also part of our histoical sites and exploring family
ry,"
he
says.
"And part of the
roots, is the fastest growing
nation's
history."
part of the leisure market,
But a big part of the credsays Angela DaSilva, who
it
for
getting that history into
founded the St. Louis-based
museums
and onto monuNational Black Tourism
ments
has
to go to black
Network in 1996.
scholars
and
black politicians.
Black tourists spend
Greg
Mixon,
who teaches
about $60 billion on travel
African
American
history at
each year. And many of them
UNC
Charlotte,
says
four
would rather re-live history
major
black
scholars
are
in
than park themselves on a
Charleston
now
conducting
beach.
on
slavery.
Her most popular bus conferences
tours: the "Underground Another, at The Citadel, is
Railroad," which traces the preparing a conference on
path of runaway slaves t.om blacks in the military.
Such conferences can
Maysville, Ky., to Canada,
and "Civil Rights Triangle," have an influence, he says.
which visits civil rights bat- One in the 1990s, in Chicago,
tlegrounds in Birmingham, featured complaints about
Montgomery and Selma, Ala. museums telling the history of
"Everyone wants to the elite and ignoring everymarch across the Edmund body else.
"Some of that discussion
Pettus Bridge (in Selma,
where voting-rights marchers may have finally filtered
were beaten by Alabama down to museums of the
troopers in 1965)," says South," Mixon says.
Black officeholders also
DaSilva. "And everyorie
wants to do it singing 'We have played a role in raising
Shall Overcome' at the top of the visibility of black history,
says UNCC's Goldfield,
their lungs."
Charleston, the Ellis author of "Still Fighting the
Island for African Americans, Civil War."
Just look to Birmingham,
would be a natural addition to
black tourists' 1tmerary. Ala., home of a major civil
Especially, DaSilva says, if rights museum, where blacks
they can visit a first-class have wielded political power
slavery
museum
that for more than a decade.
Says Goldfield: "George
acknowledged the city's. role
said, 'Those who conOrwell
in the slave trade and the hortrol
the
present control the
ror of bondage.
past.'
"
"South Carolina took a
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Correction
In the Jan. 30 issue, a photograph
of Miss UCF 2002 misidentified
Kristen Cimmock as Sara Taylor.

•
Abortion rights activists promised us a world of equality, reduced poverty.
A world where every child would be wanted.
Instead, child abuse has escalated, and rather than shared responsibilijty for children,
even more of the burden has shifted to women.

Refuse to Choose. nlere is a better way.
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...Q..EMINISTS FOR LIFE

OF AMERICA

femin i stsfo rl if e_.org/F L
0 ZOOO. fcminfs1s !or 1.ffc of Am~'fica . All righL~ resmi?d.

{ GREENEWAY 2Min
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RESTAURANTS 3 Min
i

: UNIVERSITY OF 5 Min
' CENTRAL FLORIDA

Gated, Executive Living in
the University Area!

·1:;rE~~-5M•i-n....,..,~,,.-·

Come see Mulberry Hollow, a

~ DOWNTOWN 15 Min
ORLANDO.
_,..,· :.

gated community in the highly
desirable University area. You can

~

1SHOP

get anywhere from here. So, get to
our furnished model today! And get
here quickly - we're selling out fast.

3, 4 and 5-bedroom
homes from the $1 SOs!
• Secure, gated community
• Excellent close-in location
•Top rated schools
• Shopping and restaurants close-by
• University of Central Florida and
Crosstown Greeneway only
minutes away

+-====~~;..==+-!-t Mulberry
I r-:-J..---t-!==r'-=---t-cii>-.-f

-1-~"'°--+--+~f----"''ii--+='=~--1
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407-671-1889
Open Mon. • Sat.10 am • 6 pm and
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Students dies giving birth
in Wisconsin dormatory
NAHAL Toos1
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL

Always iree!
Always Available!
6ET YOIJRS EVERY WEDNESDAY

By most appearances,
Karen
Marie
Hubbard
showed great promise.
She graduated at the top
of her high school class and
participated in many school
activities, including· band
and basketball. The 19-yearold freshman was attending
the University of WisconsinEau Claire as a pre-pharmacy major and was flourishing
academically. One acquaintance said Hubbard had
"success written all over
her."
Early
Wednesday,
Hubbard died after giving
birth to a baby in her dormitory bathroom.
"It's just very tragic and
frustrating," said Chuck
Major, the university's director of housing and residence
life. "I only wish Karen had
cried out for help."
According to Major,
Tuesday night Hubbard went
to the bathroom in her all-

women residence hall. Her
roommate checked on her
repeatedly, as did other students. They heard noises and
asked Hubbard if something
was wrong, but she said she
was just feeling sick. After
she stopped replying, the
students found a resident
assistant in the dorm and
called emergency services.
In the bathroom stall,
the students found Hubbard,
who was not breathing and
had no pulse, and a newborn
baby. The students performed CPR on Hubbard and
the baby, as did emergency
medical workers.
The baby was airlifted to
St. Joseph's Hospital in
Marshfield, Wis. As of
Wednesday afternoon, the ·
baby girl remained in critical
condition, a hospital spokeswoman said. The hospital
refused to release any other
information, but Major said
it was believed the baby had
been carried to full term,
weighing
somewhere
between 7 and 9 pounds.

Apparently,
nobody
knew Hubbard was pregnant.
Her roommate told
authorities that Hubbard had
gained some weight, but that
it did not seem significant,
Major said. He added that it
is possible that Hubbard did
not even know she was pregnant.
"I didn't know her personally, but from the staff
I' .;e talked to she was a very
nice, personable young student,"
Major
said.
"Academically she was
doing extremely well."
Michael Carney, who
taught Hubbard in a chemistry lab last semester, said
he had ·no idea the young
woman was pregnant.
"There was no change
from
September
to
December that was obvious," Carney said.
Although a woman
dying during childbirth is
rare in the United States, a
woman denying she is pregPLEASE SEE
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FORGET THE
FATBURGER
Crispers has been a central Florida
sensation for over ten years, now in
Orlando with new locations opening
all the time. Know why folks like us
so much? Because we're the healthy,
delicious, quick alternative to
fast food. All our gourmet salads,
tempting soups, and stacked
sandwiches (on all kinds of special
breads) are made fresh every
single day.

Remember the guy
on "Seinfeld" who never
gave soup to anybody?
Well, he doesn'~ work at Crispers. We'll give you soup for FREE. ..just show us
your valid UCF student ID card. Purchase any garden-fresh gourmet salad,
or hearty stacked sandwich, and you'll receive a FREE 12-ounce cup of our
incredible fresh-rnade soup. There are a dozen kinds to choose from!

And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes,
rich layer cakes, cookies, and
brownies. Be sure to try a sundae
or milkshake made with our own
Crispers Extremely Premium
ice cream.

If you have a current UCF student card,
there's FREE SOUP for you!

You won't find food like this
at that burger joint!

Free soup with main dish purchase and UCF student card offer good
Feb. 6 - Feb. 19. Limit one per customer per visit, please.

WWW.CRISPERS.COM

GRAND OPENING!

GRAND OPENING!

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTfl SEMORAN
WINTER PARK

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

ph ( 407) 673-4100

ph (407) 482-4727

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 P.M
SUN. I I AM ... 8 PM

MON-THlJ. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I0:30 AM - IO PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

WE'RE RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!
Crispers is now open at 436 & University and Alafya Trajl. which means delicious. healthy food is right around
the corner... and it's fast! Plus, we're opening more new locations all the time. Eat in ...take out... whatever.
Just visit us today, and you can tell your Mom you're eating right!

REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES
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p.m., in the Student Union
Pegasus B.
The GAMMA me~ting
will be held Feb. 6., 1 p.m., in
the Student Union 316A.

Alpha Xi Delta Xi Man
KRISTA ZILIZI ·
STAFF WRJTER

Updates from Jan. 31
Panhellenic meeting
Next week's open forum
topic is sorority expansion at
UCF.
Recruitment executive
applications are due Feb. 6
and interviews begin on Feb.
8.

Panhellenic and
IFC meetings
The next Panhellenic
meeting will be held Feb. 6., 3

Alpha Xi Delta sorority's
seventh Xi Man competition
will be held March 1., 7 p.m.
in
the
Pegasus
Grand
Ballroom. Xi Man proceeds
will benefit the Beta Center, a
shelter for teenage mothers
and their children. Alpha Xi
Delta is collecting diapers,
clothing, food and money as
donations.
The
annual
pageant competition for fraternity men first began when
the Theta Sigma chapter of
Alpha Xi Delta came to UCF
in 1995. Since then, UCF's
Alpha Xi Delta chapter has
helped Stetson's Alpha Xi
Delta's coordinate the event
as well.

Statue a
gift to UCF
FROM PAGE

A-1

1977, which serves in association with UCF to promote excellence in art.
Questioning the lengthy
repair, some students ask why
the school •hasn't bolted .the head
back ob.
Th 'repair of the ··sculpture
presents.: many complications for
..; !1 r!
the
Physical
Plant,
Have
which overInformation? · sees the
care
and
Those with
mainteinformation about
nance
of
this theft can call
the campus
(407) 82l5555
grounds.
The sculpture
will
have to be dismantled to reattach
the head. When the vandals
removed the head they also
destroyed the support system of
the structure. The process will
consist. of cutting the spherical
head in half, installing a stainless steel bolt and refinishing
the piece. The body of the angel
may also have to be cut apart to
reinstall the appropriate fasteners and then refinished as well.
The artist who originally
installed the structure estimated
the total cost of the project to be
$2,100.
Physical Plant project manager, Sheryl Colvin, said, "We
are currently exploring other
avenues to reduce the cost."
It is unclear when the angel
sculpture will be restored to its
former beauty.
The perpetrators have not
been caught. Students with
information can call the UCF
Police Department at 407-8235555.

•

LISA APPLEGATE

I CFF

Fraternity rush, Jan. 23-30, hosted events on campus including a kick-off in the Student Union and tents at Lake Claire.
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· Cancer patients need volunteer drivers
NICOLE TALLEY

\fithout the

•
•

STAFF WRITER

program's help,·
there would be
no way for me to
_get to my
treatments.
Without the
treatments, my
illness would be
terminal and I
would die.
- BOB MILLER
Cancer patient ·

UCF students may find it difficult to
add one more obligation or volunteer organization to the heap of commitments they
already juggle daily.
However, · the American Cancer
Society is not asking for much. They only
need as much as _students can give, when
they can afford to give it. The ACS needs
UCF students to volunteer their time and
vehicles to drive cancer patients back and
forth to treatment sessions.
The program is called Road to
Recovery.
The program's manager, Dorothy
Hardee said, ''We have had to turn people in
need away because we do not have enough
drivers in the Oviedo/UCF area."
Hardee said, "We are willing to work
with anybody's schedule. No one is
required to drive a minimum amount of

time, only when they are able."
She said: ''The average radiation treatment lasts 20 to 30 minutes. A patient usually has to go five days a week for seven
weeks."
The ACS provides the necessary training for drivers. Hardee said, ''You need to
have a valid driver's license, a good driving
record and automobile insurance to qualify."
Bob Miller lives on the east side of
Winter Park and has benefitted from Road
to Recovery for about a year. He has a rare
form of cancer, Cutaneous T-cell
_ Lymphoma, wh\ch affects his skin, vision
and hearing.
Miller said, ''Without the program's
help, there would be no way for me to get to
my treatments. Without the treatment, my
illness would be tefminal and I would die."
He added, "I need these treatments
about three times per week. I have about
four drivers taking turns driving me. It is

important that the drivers be dependable
and punctual."
UCF Circle K International, a service
organization, works with the ACS on other
ventures.
Vice President Nicole Dickey said:
"We participate in both the Relay for Life
and Making Strides for Breast Cancer.
Representatives from ACS come out and
speak at our meetings regularly."
On a personal note, Dickey added:
"Working with the ACS is dear to the hearts
of many of Circle K's members. A lot of
them have had friends and family members
who have had cancer. It makes their service
more personal."
Mary Siperko, a senior education
major, said: "I had never heard of this program. I think more people would volunteer
for this if they were aware of the need."
For more information, contact Dorothy
Hardee at 407-843-8680, ext 513, or email
dhardee@cancer.org.

Cause of death still
under investigation
FROM PAGE A-9

nant is "not uncommon," said
Sheldon Wasserman, a practicing
obstetrician-gynecologist.
"You have situations where
women are so upset about being
pregnant, they deny it to themselves, they deny it to their
friends
and family,"
said
Wasserman. "They wear baggy
-·.clc;>thes, pretend they're putting
· : :. on · weight. Unfortunately, .t he ,
-~ ..'!;."{ denial is so bad that they delu®"
:' ~ themselves intQ thinking they' re _,
, ~; . getting fat. They' re in a terrible
'{ ;,;i~ situation."
~The cause of Hubbard's.
death remained under investiga:.il
tion pending an autopsy, Eau
Claire County'Medical Examiner
John Folstad said. It's believed
she died of complications related
to childbirth, he said.
Hubbard's
college,
her
hometown and her high school
alma mater, Owen-Withee High
School, are reeling from shock
and searching for answers.
Counseling services are being
offered to students at the university and the high school.
"I was absolutely stunned,"
said David Nelson, Hubbard's
guidance counselor at OwenWithee, where she graduated in
2001. "It took me a number of
minutes to get myself thinking
straight. It's not something you'd
expect."
At the high school the mood
is very somber, said Dan Taft,
principal. Students remember
Hubbard as the girl who did
everything: 4-H, student eouncil,
Future Business Leaders of
America, basketball, math team,
Spanish club, athletic club and
prom court. She won several
scholarships and graduated as
co-valedictorian.
"She was really a sweetheart," Nelson said. "She really
had success written all over her."

,·
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What's NewsIn Business and Finance

Economic Data
Improve Slightly
The economy is flashing clear
signs that it is on the mend, but
workers are unlikely to feel a recovery for months.
That point was underscored by
a stack of economic data just released. Manufacturing appeared to ·
be near expanding for the first
time in 18 months, according to one
report. Consumer confidence rose
for the fourth straight month in
January, though not as much as
was initially reported in mid-January. Construction spending edged
up in December.
News about employment, however, was mixed. The Labor Department said its monthly survey
of businesses showed payroll employment continued to fall in the
U.S. during January, albeit at a
more moderate rate than during
the first few months after Sept. 11.
But a separate survey of households indicated the unemployment
rate dropped in January to 5.6%
from 5.8% in December.
Economists warned the drop in
the jobless rate could be misleading. The January decline was
mainly due to an unusually large
drop of 924,000 in the size of the labor force, to 141.4 million, as reported by the Labor Department.
But if unemployed people stop
looking for work, they are considered out of the labor market, which
reduces the size of the pool the unemployment rate is based on.
Even the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which produces the labor
report, cautioned against "reading
too much into a single month's estimate," particularly for January,
when big statistical adjustments
must be made following Christmas
hiring.

U.S. Says Majority
Now on the Web
New government data show
that the number of Americans using the Web in 2001 passed 50% of
the population for the first time. A
Commerce Department report
found that 143 million Americans,
or 54% of the country, were using
the Internet as of September. The
number was up 26% from a year
earlier.
Despite concerns that interest
in Internet usage might cool as
many dot-com businesses vanished, the report put new users at
two million per month in 2001, and
two-thirds of the population were

Unemployment Rate
6.0%

©2002DowJones&Company,Inc.AllRightsReserved.

Super-Bowl Ad Critics Huddle
Bud Light, E*Trade Score,
Pepsi Plays It Safe;
Anybody Get 'mlife '?
By SUZANNE VRANICA
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using computers as of September.
E-mail continues to be the nation's
favorite online activity: 45% of the
population now use it regularly, up
from 35% in 2000.

Foreign Students
Get More Aid
Faced with groWing competition for applicants from abroad,
and reluctance among foreign students to venture here after Sept.
11 1 U.S. colleges are starting to
award more merit and need-based
scholarships to students from overseas. Of the more than 250,000 foreign undergraduates in this country, only 8% now receive financial
aid from their college or university,
compared with about one-third of
U.S. students. The schools see extending more aid to foreign students as a way to boost enrollments
without harming academic standards, because foreign students
generally achieve higher grades
and graduation rates than their domestic counterparts. There may be
another benefit as well: As an 18year-old freshman from India receiving financial aid at a Texas
university puts it, "You're not just
getting spoiled brats from each
country anymore."

Tyco, Global Crossing
Cause New Jitters

nheuser-Busch, E*Trade
and PepsiCo were expected to score big during
Super Bowl XXXVI. More
than 86 million viewers
tuned in to what is traditionally the highest-rated program
of the year.
One of the biggest hits may be an
ad featuring a falcon that fetches
Bud Light for its master. Viewers
Super Bowl ads making a big splash include those from (clockw'ise,
eventually learn the bird is grabbing beers from a sidewalk cafe,
from top left) Pepsi, Quizno's, E*Trade and Bud Light
causing waiters and customers to
scramble for cover. Fusion Idea Lab
world's increased reliance on traditerrorist attacks. The commercial,
in Chicago created the work.
tion and nostalgia since Sept 11.
created by Interpublic Group's Hill,
Bud also offered up a spot, by
The only concern, say some that
Holliday, Connors, Cosmopulos,
Omnicom Group's DDB, that spoofs
saw the commercial in advance, is
features the Clydesdale horses
Comedy Central's robot-fighting sethat viewers may feel Pepsi has
trekking to the Big Apple and bowries "Battlebots." The commercial
played it too safe. Last year'_s spot
ing-in a sign of respect-as they
features a robot, "Mini-Fridge,"
featuring Bob Dole in a parody of
look upon ground zero. "It just
that takes on a bigger, devil-looking
his Viagra work was one of the best
creeped me out," says Rob Feakins,
robot. A twist at the end, often esof the game.
co-executive director of Kirshensential to a successful Super Bowl
Anumber of marketers opted for
baum Bond & Partners. "Condoad, enables Mini-Fridge to emerge
less-risky creative ideas because of
lences from horses just doesn't do it
victorious.
the recession and the terrorist atfor me."
PepsiCo's 90-second commercial
tacks, which means some commerBut some disagree, suggesting
with Britney Spears performing
cials may lack the sparkle of earlier
viewers will applaud AnheuserPepsi jingles of the past, is an "abyears. "Nobody is willing to take
Busch for paying tribute. The
solute home run, '' says Robert · chances, therefore ... no big ideas,"
horses, a link with the country's
Kahn, chief marketing officer of Ensays Ann Hayden, managing partheritage, may strike a deep chord of
terprise IG, a brand-consulting unit
ner, creative, at WPP Group PLC's
pride. "The Clydesdales are embedof WPP Group. "Retro is very in
Young & Rubicam.
ded in the DNA of America," says with kids today." The commercial,
One of the edgiest commercials
Michael Markowitz, an advertising
created by Omnicom's BBDO
in the lineup was Anheuser-Busch's
Worldwide, also fits into the ad
homage to the victims of the Sept. 11
Please turn to Next Page

Motorcycles _• Personal Watercraft • Jet Boats • A. T. V. 's

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Happy New Vear!

YAMAHA YZF-R6

Unnerving news from Global
Crossing Ltd. and Tyco International Ltd. fueled new concerns
about the trustworthiness of corporate accounting and disclosure
practices in the wake of the Enron
scandal.
Tyco said it spent about $8 billion in its past three fiscal years on
Please turn to Next Page

Ultra-compact, ram-air-inducted, short-stroke 599cc
mill spits out one of the most hellacious powerbands
in supersport motorcycling. Gass-shortest wheelbase
(54.4'1 and featherweight Deltabox II-framed chassis
with race-spec suspension deliver the lightning-quick handling. One-piece
cylinder/upper crankcase design boosts both rigidity and cooling efficiency. All-new
forged pistons reduce friction and enhance overall engine efficiency. All-new shift
lever wit a lighter-weight shift spring ensures near-telepathic shift feel.
('

What You Need To Succeed

YAMAHA VINO
Want to add a touch of Euro-inspired panache to your daily around-town travels? Then
climb aboard the all-new Vino, whose classic, retro scooter styling is matched by its reli~
able 2-stroke performance. Zippy 49cc, air-cooled, 2-strole engine puts out strong, predictable power with incredible gas mileage. Fully
automatic V-belt transmission ensures easy, twistthe-throttle-and-go operation. Front and rear drum
brakes supply strong stopping power. 20-liter under
seat helmet storage and glove box. Full-size floorboards and wide, sculpted front apron provide splash
and wind protection and classic styling accent

Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1·800-975-8602.

fl THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

Motorcvcles~

ATVs, Watercran, Utilitv Mules
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Mercedes Gets Shock: Icon Slips

F

..

RANKFURT-MercedesBenz, famed for its engineering prowess, is sud.
denly facing tough questions about the quality of
its cars, with several surveys showing that the stately German brand may now trail some
decidedly down-market competition .
A normally secretive study of
car quality in Europe was leaked
last week to a German trade publication. The report, conducted for
the auto makers themselves,
showed Mercedes quality and customer satisfaction falling since
1999 to levels below Opel, the German unit of General Motors Corp.
and a brand with one of the worst
images in Europe. A separate German survey ranked the Germanbuilt Ford Focus compact car No. 1
in a study of durability during the

first three years of a car's life.
The survey, conducted by TUV, a
German auto-inspection and research association, put half a
dozen Toyota models ahead of the
first Mercedes model - the SLK,
which came in twelfth.
Mercedes's quality rankings in
the U.S. have also slipped, according to J.D. Power & Associates, an
influential arbiter of automotivequality ratings. In a fall study of
vehicle dependability, the brand
fell to 10th place in 2001 from sixth
place the year earlier. It now
ranks behind such brands as Lincoln, Cadillac and Jaguar.
"My personal opinion is that a
brand such as Mercedes should be
at the top. That's what people's
expectations of the brand are,"
said Tom Libby, director of industry analysis for J.D. Power, who
lowered Power's rating for Mer-

What's News-

cedes's overall product quality to
"fair" from "good" last week.
Mercedes and Opel verified the
leaked portions of the report, but
didn't comment on specific faults.
Johannes Reifenrath, director of
communications at · MercedesBenz passenger cars in Stuttgart,
said a more detailed version of the
survey showed Mercedes quality
was at least as high as Opel, but
he declined to provide any additional data.
Mr. Reifenrath said Mercedes
has been working hard to address
the quality issues. "There are a lot
of indications from our plants that
some of those models that have
been criticized are improving," he
said.

In Business and Finance
Continued from Previous Page
more than 700 acquisitions that
were never announced to the public. Global Crossing, after filing for
bankruptcy protection, now faces
an investigation of its accounting
practices by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Last week, the SEC asked
Global Crossing for corporate documents and a letter sent by a former finance executive that raised
concerns that the telecommunications company and its auditor,
Arthur Andersen, were misleading
investors about the accounting for
certain long-term leases. SEC officials declined to comment.
Tyco, for its part, says its disclosures have been adequate. The
conglomerate sent a special alert
to its investors late last week giving new details about its unnannounced acquisitions after being
questioned by The Wall Street
Journal.

By Wall Street Journal Staff

Reporters Scott Miller and Karen
Lundegaard

Super-Bowl Ad Critics Huddle
Continued from Previous Page
consultant. "Men of any age have
an affinity for them."
The White House Office of National Drug Control Policy will also
have America talking with its dark
ads that equate illegal drug use
with supporting terrorism. One 30second spot, created by WPP
Group's Ogilvy & Mather, shOws
close-ups of youngsters' faces as
they utter remarks such as "I
helped kill policemen," "I helped
blow up buildings," and "I helped
the bomber get a fake passport."
Some who saw the ad in advance
think it exploits fears that many
Americans share, but others say
the work could spur discussion.
Unlike in past Super Bowls, only
a few marketers went for a big

about $12 million, took a chance on
laugh. Blockbuster, Visa and
the big game and branding experts
Hotjobs.com all tried, but Quizno's,
think it will pay off. "It's slapstick
the Denver sandwich fast-food
comedy and people need that right
chain, may get the most chuckles.
now," says Ms. Hayden of Y&R.
The commercial, created by
A new ad for AT&T Wireless
Cliff Freeman & Partners in New
could miss the mark. The spot, creYork, spoofs taste-test comparisons
ated by WPP's Ogilvy & Mather,
used by many fast-food chains. The
outrageous spot shows a woman at
features people's belly buttons and
a focus group. A Quizno's competiends with a scene of a woman givtor asks her to choose between a - ing birth and a baby's umbilical
toasted Quizno's sub and his uncord being cut.
Although viewers can't see the
toasted sub. When she chooses the
actual cutting, the work made some
Quizno's sandwich, he shoots her in
cringe. "I think they made a misthe neck with a sleeping dart.
take," says Mr. Markowitz, the ad
The commercial is expected to
generate more attention than Super
consultant. "It's a horrible endBowl ad offerings from Subway
ing." other ad executives say they
didn't understand the point of the
Restaurants and Tricon Global
ad (which is that wireless means
Restaurants' Taco Bell. Quizno's,
with an annual ad budget of only
untethered).

Online voting drastically cuts
the - costs of producing Zagat
guides, which for years have relied on paper surveys both mailed
and dropped off at companies
whose employees travel and eat
out frequently. The surveys were
returned by mail and then typed
into a database. Zagat now plans
to switch nearly all of its guides to
online voting. Plans for other
guides are in the works, including
one on New York theater.

Odds & Ends
President Bush seQt Congress a
$2.13 trillion budget that would provide billions of dollars in new
spending for the war on terrorism
and homeland security while
squeezing money from scores of
other programs, such as highway
spending and environmental projects. ... Arthur Andersen named
former Federal Reserve Chairman
Paul Volcker as an overseer to help
the accounting firm change the
way it does business in the wake of
Enron's collapse.

Zagat to Try Hand
At Movie Rankings

By Jay Hershey

Dinner and a movie?
Zagat Survey LLC, publisher of
the Zagat guides to restaurants, is
about to add to its lineup a volume
about the top movies of all time.
Zagat says it will publish this fall a
survey in which movie viewers
give their opinions about films in
various genres, including film noir,
epics, and even James Bond. Zagat
has wanted to publish movie opinions for years, said Nina Zagat, the
company's co-founder, but only recently has been able to do so because of a shift to online voting.

How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com

AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM

• Guidelines for succeeding in telephone and video job interviews.
• How to navigate immigration requirements if you plan to seek employment in Canada.
• Students are skittish about interviewing with Arthur Andersen as
spring recruiting gets under way.
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Gay parents have rights too ·
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

Susan Freer has three sons from her first
marriage. That is, she has three sons from her
only legally recognized marriage. Freer's
marriage to Darian Burns ended in 1995, and
in the visitation agreement the two .established, the children may not stay overnight
with a parent who is living with someone
they are not married or related to.
Freer claims that her civil union with her
lesbian partner should be counted as a marriage. The two were joined in Vermont, a state
that recognizes same-sex couples, in 2000.
When her visitation rights were terminated in
January 2001, Freer claimed the couple's
marriage should be honored by the law in

Georgia which guarantees privacy, but the
Georgia Legislature does not recognize
same-sex marriages, so legally, while still in
Georgia, the two are not married.
Burns apparently feels that his children
shouldn't be exposed to homos((xuality
overnight. My immediate reaction to this is
that he's worried that it might rub off in
osmosis or something ridiculous like that. If
proximity to homosexuality caused it, then
where did the first gay person come from?
Freshman Lesley Brown said, "They're
still their kids. The only reason you'd want to ·
keep them away is because they might be
influenced, but they're still their kids. They
still need a role model."
And why can't a homosexual person be
a role model? In the 1960s it was unheard of

(

dren have turned out to be perfectly normal
human beings. I might also add that each of
these children has also turned out heterosex- .
ual.
Jeff Baird, 30, sums it up· well. ''This
country was founded by people wanting to
practice their own faiths. While some religions say that two people who love each
other can't get married if they are of the same
sex, others say love is never a sin. Forbidding
visitation to same-sex couples goes against
the basic reason we are here, freedom of religion. No one should try to force their beliefs
onto others here. Whether you believe in it or
not, it's not your life."
This is ridiculous. America was built on
freedom. At which point did we lose sight of
such a simple goal?

to have a black role model-until Martin
Luther King Jr. came along.
Being a parent is tough no matter what
sexual orientation you relate with, but the
qualifications of being a parent stand independent from sexual preference. I think most
people would agree that responsibility is a
major prerequisite for parenthood. I think
another one is love, and another commitment.
None of these have any bearing on sexuality,
any more than saying that black parents are
more capable than white parents. Sexual orientation has long been a basis for discrimination, though it has no effect on the quality of
the individual under scrutiny.
I am personally acquainted with several
parents who are involved in same-sex relationships, and I can honestly say their chil-

£
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Gender-neutral Bible stirs debate
CHRISTIE HARDEN
STAFF WRITER

The Bible has been the best selling
book for many years. Hundreds of thousands of people across the United States
spend their Sunday mornings in church
studying the scriptures and applying it to
daily life. Even on campus, there are bible
studies and Christian groups that meet
regularly to learn God's word. In any
Christian bookstore, a person can see that
there ,are rows of Bibles with different
translations, but each translation is similar
enough that the verses essentially have
the same meaning.
In April, a new bible translation of
the New Testament called "Today's New
International Version" will be sold alongside the traditional "New International
Version." The TNIV version of the Old
Testament should be out by 2005. One of
the main differences in the text is that
there have been a few changes made to
promote gender-neutral terminology. For
example, in Matthew 5:9, "sons of God"

will be changed to "children of God." In
other words, this translation will be more
politically correct. References to God and
Jesus Christ will not be
changed.
The Bible has little
to do with political
correctness. As a
Christian,
I
believe that the
Bible as God's
word is absolute
truth. It clearly
defines right and
wrong, God's plan
of salvation through
Jesus Christ, daily
application for life and
much more. As a woman
studying the Bible, I have
never been offended by gender-specific terms such as mankind rather than
humankind.
I understand this politically correct
change in translation is only a minor alteration that does not necessarily change the

<

meaning of the text. However, many writing, they would want to translate that
minor alterations could add up to major writing as closely as possible to its origichanges in the future. It could set a nega- nal meaning. If there were only male
tive precedent.
characters in the writing, then only the
What if, for instance, a word men, not people, would be used in
translator decided to the translation.
change Ephesians 6:1
Each conversion of the biblical text
which
says, should reflect as closely as possible the
"Children,
obey original Hebrew text. When we begin to
your parents in the translate the Bible based on other translaLord, for this is . tions, we get further from what it was
right." It might be intended to say. This situation is much
rephrased
for like rounding in math problems. In the
political correct- middle of a math problem, if one answer
ness
to
say, in a step is rounded and the next sequen"Children, be free tial steps are rounded, the solution will
spirits and do what actually be quite a bit off of the correct
you think is right, but answer. The Bible has been the right
talk to your parents about answer to all of my questions about life. I
important things." The mean- certainly hope translations in the future
ing would be completely twisted.
will not sacrifice integrity and moral
From an objective stan~point, the accuracy to defend our modem societal
Bible is a very important historical docu- standards. Being politically correct is
ment. It is filled with real people from confusing enough without trying to apply
actual places and accurate time frames. If it to the pages of the book that has been
archaeologists found an ancient Egyptian the best seller for years.
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$15 to replace ID is.f air price
DARCY ELENA RontuGuEz
-STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

•

•

The UCF Card Office will replace a
mangled, dismembered or warped card,
but not a lost one. For those lost cards,
replacements can be purchased for $15.
· Some students feel this price is too high.
This amount is considerably lower than
just about anything else you can get on
campus. This is not a great deal of
money. Students really should be
responsible enough to not lose their ID
card.
Evil things happen, however, and
someone might actuaJly have their card
stolen. In such cases, it would be nice to
have a free replacement. If it could be
proven, I would certainly vouch for a
free renewal, but in all honesty, how can
anyone prove his or her card was
swiped?
That is too easy an excuse and suddenly lost cards would no longer exist,
only stolen ones. The UCF Card Office
would never buy into that and really, who
would?
How do people actually lose their ID
cards anyway? Do people really just
leave it lying around or place it somewhere and forget about it? We really need Freshman Aaron Stills receives his identification card in the UCF Card Office.
to be more responsible about our important items. I do admit, it is possible to have to be replaced and credit cards will fair enough if you lose it. If it's stolen,
leave a wallet or purse somewhere and if have to be cancelled. It's disastrous, but sorry, but that's just the way it is. Let's
that ID card is in there, then oops. These however accidental, we are still to blame. not be mad at the kind people who have
Having to pay $15 for a new card is to snap every grin, smile, frown, smirk or
things happen and driver's licenses will

Cheek yqurSCff before
you wreek youiseff::: .
- Ice {lube

FACT: 1 in 50 African American males
:is potetttif!llY .infected ·wl.th HIV.

~

7,

FACT: 'F ebruary 2002 is National
Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day.
FACT: HIV testing is now quick and
p~ess With Or~~e .oral testing,
now available at ~REACH Peer
Education
FACT:

YESl I want to buy
1 HIV test and get the
2nd Free!
(Cut me out.)

HALEY CABRERA

I
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scowl that we contort·our faces into when
posing for the picture. It's a fair price to
pay and a little responsibility would help
us all.

What quirks you?

J3eyoiia

~}antitle~
erages through a straw, even beer
served in a pint glass. Another
friend separates her hamburger
People do the darndest from the bun because she
believes the taste of meat and
things.
The most even-tempered · bread together do not compliperson might go nuts if all the ment one another.
My boyfriend drums his
hangers aren't facing the same
direction. The most rational per- hands on every surface he touchson might refuse to take the top es while quoting song lyrics. My
newspaper on a stack even if it's dad roots for the predators on
in perfect condition. Many of the nature programs. My neighbor
most intelligent people tell sto- tosses pennies out into the road
. ries that never have a conclusion that he doesn't spend because he
refuses to carry them. My tenthor a point.
No matter how intelligent, grade English teacher never used
how civil or how completely contractions when she spoke,
and my boss never ate chocolate
norm~ a person is, every single
person is defined by their own despite the fact she had the
biggest sweet tooth.
little quirks
Why do we do these things?
Quirks are amusing, selfdefining and many times endear- Quirks need no reason or explanation because often we aren't
ing.
We all have odd little things even aware we are consciously
that we do. For example, I love doing them until someone introto karaoke even though I can't duces it to us. Likewise, why do
sing and rarely ever know the we so readily notice other peowords to the lyrics. I hate ple's quirks? Because we often
bananas simply because ·of the see things in others that bring
sound it makes when they are balance into our lives.
The next time you notice
being chewed.
My grandmother used to someone continuously tapping
spare the wrapping paper on their hands and feet, it might be
gifts and packages to use for for the very same reason that you
another occasion.
are fascinated by end-of-theMy friend sucks all her bev- world novels.
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER
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No one wants to have an abortion, much less a second one. But if you have had an abortion,
you are at an even higher risk of experiencing the tragedy of abortion again. While others are
satisified with the status quo, Feminists for Life concentrates our efforts on prevention
and less painful alternatives. If you prefer action to rhetoric, please contact us.

Refuse to Choose. TI1ere is a better way.
KRT CAMPUS

Friends and family gather on Super Bowl Sunday to watch the nations
best teams compete for the championship.

TFE

...Q.EMINISTS FOR LIFE

feministsforlife.org/FL

Super Bowl Sunday,
an American holiday
MATTHEW COBBS
STAFF WRITER

Sundays are without a
doubt Americans biggest
relaxation period on a weekly
basis. It is the day when most
kick back on the couch and
breath carefree air. Football
has become a huge part of
that tradition. When season
kicks .off, the party does too
for millions of people each
weekend. The Super Bowl is
the \\'.Orld's most popular
annual sporting event. It
falls on Sunday each year,
thus it is fast becoming an
almost worldwide holiday.
To buy airtime for a
commercial on Super Bowl
Sunday, the sponsors have to
come up with at least $3 milMost
working
lion.
Americans will barely make
$2 million in their entire lifetime. In fact, this phenomenon has become a p_art of the
game ritual. Millions of people tune into the game almost
solely to see the year's new
commercials. The companies
spare no expense in producing top quality commercials,
which creates extra entertainment. This is only one of the
many qualities that make
Super Bowl Sunday a continuing and growing tradition.
January is already a bigtime party month. New
Year's typically brings out
some of the wildest and happening parties anywhere.

People can enjoy the fun and
they don't have to wait
another 30 days to find
another excuse to have a
huge party. People get all
their friends together, fire up
the barbecue and ice down
the alcohol for Super Bowl
Sunday. It's a great day just
to hang out with friends and
enjoy what America is about.
Nobody really even cares if
you actually watch the
game-it's all about having
fun.
The question posed to
me recently was: "Should
Super Bowl Sunday become
an official holiday?" After
laughing initially I stopped to
think
about
the
idea.
Holidays are traditionally
days when people commonly
unite to celebrate any given
occasion. On these grounds,
the Super Bowl certainly
could become a holiday. It is
the most watched event on
television and everybody
it's
happening.
knows
Certainly, all celebrate and
use it to get together with
friends; so you can imagine
why this all sounds like it
could be a holiday.
Ultimately, I don't think
it should be an official holiday, but simply keep it as an
informal
celebration.
Football is an American sport
known to the masses, however, it doesn't have the ability
to officially mar,k calendars
in bold print.

OF AMERICA

•

O lO!Kl. Funlnl8L~ for TJfe "r Amcrl\'11. All rli;lit:s r~cm'\I.
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REDEFINE YouR WORLDI

I

Learn more about how you can live in
another culture, gain practical experience,
and help others and help yourself.

(
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
• Wednesday, February &-I 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
UCF Career Expo 2002
UCF Arena
(

• Wednesday, February 6 I 4:00 p.m.
Information Meeting: Minorities & Education Programs in the
Peace Corps"
Education Building (ED), Room 323
11

..

Apply Online TODAY!
Be Overseas by Summer!
(800) 424-8580, Option 1
Visit us at www.peacecorps.gov

l

.
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Miss UCF 2002 winner
Disagreemen~

I always love seeing new talent. In
the past, I had worked for a top talent
agent in Tampa for several years, and I
have been studying acting, singing and
dance since I was 11. Now, I am current. ly working for a brilliant casting director
here in Orlando. Having these experiences and knowledge under my belt, I
·feel I know who the winners are in these

Administration needs to
address housing situation
Why are we blaming Oviedo
because UCF can't build more student
housing? Don't all students want to be

Nothing's wrong with
Busta's message
In response to the Amy Edwards
article, "Busta's Break Ya Neck is breaking my ears."
"I'm not trying to pick on Rhymes
for his lyrics or ability to rap; there are
many other musicians with similar messages," is the quote Edwards makes prior
to counting every word she found offen-

contests, and the person, E.D., who was
so obviously the winner, was denied her
proper title at Miss UCF. Before I go on,
I would like to say that I came to the
pageant by myself and was not in favor
of any one of the contestants. Also, I do
not wish to offend the person who did
win. She is a beautiful girl who had a
"10" body. However, she was not a "10"
in all of the categories, ~d I feel E.D.
was.
E.D. expressed great confidence,

had a beautiful face and body, a strong
and vivacious voice, an amazing talent
for singing, and a sense of control and
honesty that took precedence over the
others. When the winners were
announced, all I kept hearing around me
was shock. Not shock to the fact who
won, but shock to the fact who didn't
win the crown-E.D. Even people who
came in support of the other girls were
expressing that E.D. should have won.
This letter is not that great of a defense

part of the UCF Community and all
that goes along with it? Living on
campus and having everything within
walking distance to your apartment
surely has more benefits than living
off campus in cheaply built housing

and fighting the ever increasing traffic
crawling into campus. Don't get me
started on the parking issue. How
many have paid for a sticker only to
find that there is no place to park!
Lets get the administration of

UCF to answer these questions and
help influence sensible planning.

sive in the Busta Rhymes hit "Break Ya
Neck" and having them printed in our
Central Florida Future. Now I'm not trying to pick on Amy, just the tool who
wrote the article titled, "Busta's Break
Ya Neck is breaking my ears."
Let me begin by stating anyone who
understands this song knows that it isn't
referring to violence, but to bobbing
your head to the beat of whatever music
you happen to be enjoying. Secondly,

Busta never creates his music for young
audiences but for people his own age, it's
the record companies who take his music
and market it to the TRL masses. MTV,
BET, and the radio stations are also partly responsible because they know who is
tuning into them when, but still decide to
play his music. Finally, Ghostwriter
everyone's idea of a good time isn't
singing Kumbya around a campfire or
standing out in front of the Math and

Physics building damming everyone to
hell. I and I'm sure some others out there
would prefer it if you kept your opinions
to yourself and the true value click that
encompasses you, and stop wasting
space in this half-way decent paper. In
the mean time I'm going to "get a little
high, get a little drunk, and get a little
crunk."

•

for E.D., but I felt at least something had
to he said.

-HEATHER PETRONE

-ROMAN KOSARZYCKI

-JASON WIWAMS

II

Find Your Future ...
Now Hiring at Wells Fargo Financial
As a Credit Manager, you will ...

.
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

~njoy a salaried position with a Fortune

100 Company
Have performance and salary reviews at least every 3 months
Complete a comprehensive training program
Learn credit investigation, loan interviewing, sales and collection techniques
Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manager

Your Benefits include•..

•

• Holidays and vacations - vacation is based on length of service. Full-time team members receive a minimum of nine paid holidays each
year.
• Thrift and profit sharing - contributions up to 6% of your salary receive an employer match of up to $2.50 for each dollar you
contributed.
• Stock plans -purchase Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock options as they are granted.
• Tuition reimbursement - if you choose to continue your educatjon we will help with the cost.
• Team member referral- receive $500 and one day of vacation for each person
that you refer who is hired
• Savings plan - earn 12% on balances up to $10,000

To find out more about the management-training program, visit-our website at wellsfargofinancial.com or contact:
Chris Lounsberry, Branch Manager@ 8881 W. Colonial Drive, Ocoee FL, 34761 407/578-1885 or 407/578-1807fax
•
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As low as $4 an issue! 407-447-4555 (classi.fieds@UCFfuture.com)
Telephone Hours

THE central florida

FUTURE

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968

_,;.~lassificatipns
100 HELP WANWJ
200 FoR SALE
250 AuroMOTIYE
300 FOR llENr
350 ROOMMATES

400 SERJ'It:ES
500 ON CAMPvs
550 EJ'ENTS
600 Misc
650 TRAVEL

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

"'' . ~dmss
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

How to Pli!C~ an Ag
By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: University Court (Univ. & Rouse)

Deadline
Noon on Friday prior to publication

PaymentMe~ods
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

How to Write a GoOd Oa5sitied P.,d
I. Start your ad Wit.b .the merchandise you are seUini. Starting with the
metchandise makes.it easier for the reader.to locate your item for
sale.
2, AJways include tlte pri~ of Ille l~ro($) )!DU ~ sellil)g. 52 perce.µt of
classified readers.do noLrespond to ads thatdo not include..a price.

3. Keep ab~reYiations to a minimllm. Make it easy for readers tO
understand.
"
4. Place yourself ih the reader's p<isition, Ask what you woilld like to
kn(lw 11bout the niercl)ai:idi,se foi Mla Include inform11tion sue~ as
-brand names, color and other specific descriptions. ·

407-447-4555
. classifieds@lJCFfuture.com .
One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt)

$6 per ad
$5 per ad

$4 per ad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 30 characters per line.
$1 each additional line).

mm HELP WANTED mm HELP WANTED mm HELP WANTED mil AUTQMOTIVE EE FOR RENT
Calico Jacks is now hiring for all
positions. Apply in person 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Mon-Fri. Corner of Alafaya and 50 in the
Albertsons Shopping Plaza.
Mommy's Helper Needed. Kind, loving,
dependable person to help care for
22 mo qld, some mornings. $6-$7 per
hour. Exp and references required.
Call 407-249-1086.

GIFT WRAP HELP NEEDED
FEB. 8-14 - $7/hr PT/temp. to work
gift wrap station at local shopping center.
Must be detail oriented, available to work
flexible hrs. and have some customer
service background.
Apply in person:
Oviedo Marketplace
Management Office
1700 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd.
M-F 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM For directions
ONLY call 407-977-2400.

SUMMER IN MAINE
Male/female instructors
needed: Tennis, Swim,
Land Sports, Capoe,
Kayak, Sail, Water-ski,
Outdoor Living, Rocks,
Ropes, Arts, Theatre and
Riding. Picturesque
locations, exceptional
facilities. June to August.
Residential. Apply on line
or call.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP
for Girls:

1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys:

1-800-250-8252
www.camptakajo.com
Female Models Wanted: 18-25
Weight: 100-120 Height: 5'-5'10".
For lingerie photo & video portfoliodemo's. 407-898-7900.

EARN $1000 FOR YOUR GROUP
Work on campus to raise money for your
student group or organization. Make your
own schedule and earn $5 per a,Pplication.
Call 800-808-7 450.
Health & Wealth - Growing national sales
& marketing company seeks individuals
with positive attitude & great people skills
for Orlando expansion. For an exciting
career opportunity, call 407-898-6519.

Do you want to experience what it's like
to make a difference in a child's life?
The Florida Elks Youth Camp is seeking
fun, energetic, youth-oriented
individuals to help make the most of a
child's unforgettable summer. Camp
dates are June 17th-August 3rd. One
week of staff training and six weeks of
adventure-filled camp sessions. The
Florida Elks Youth Camp is located in
Umatilla, Florida, bordering the Ocala
National Forest. Please contact Krys
Ragland at 1-800-523-1673 ext 251.
Starting salary is $280 per week.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. Ff/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Please call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voice mail.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Need one serious student to run your
own business on your own schedule.
Significant earnings.
407-671-1267
DRUMMER WANTED for
ALTERNATIVE ROCK BAND. Call
Darren @ 321.438.8511
Female Model Needed for Computer
Graphics Artist for reference poses for 3-D
creation. $7 5 for one hour of time. Call
John for details 407.673.7840

QUALIFIED EGG DONORS
WANTED to assist infertility patients in
Orlando area. Non-smoking females age
21-30, with diploma and drug free.
Compensation and Medical expenses
paid. Confidential. Fax name, age and
phone no. to 407.898.6224 today!
PERSONAL ASSISTANT NEEDED
for clerical work with real estate agency.
Undergrad deired for part time. Flexible
with hours. Hoping for long term
employee. Call Pat at 407-888-9898
Nanny/Babysitter for school-aged kids.
Needed for month of March, and then
as a back-up beginning in April.
Call Cathy for details at 407-774-9378.
Mommy's Helper/House Cleaner. Honest,
dependable, hard working person to help
clean home. Will pay $8-$9 per hour, biweekly. References. Call 407-249-1086
Stable/Horse Care for lessons/ riding on
friendly family Warm Blood Farm.
Some exp required. Excel. opp. to ride
and learn. Call Sharon 407-977-9168.

Teen Pregnancy Prevention Edu

CARS FOR SALE

PT 20hrs/wk position. BA/BS and exp in
education required. Must be familiar
with abstinence and pregnancy
prevention programs and working with
youth/parents. Flexible schedule and
thurs a must. Fax resume to: SCHSC
attn: Glorianne Cuevas 407-830-8493
please indicate position on fax.

89 convertible Mustang GT $6800obo
low miles, new parts, perf. parts avail.
90 Corolla $2795obo. Auto, low miles,
sun roon, adheat, l owner. 407-353-7441

PT lOhrs per week. Exp in teaching a
must. Also needs to possess ability to
train and be familiar wiµi teen pregnancy
prevention and abstinence. Will teach 6th
graders at various middle schools in
Seminole Co. Hours are 9am-4pm
Thursdays and some additional hours.

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today
407-823-5163

Inbound vacation sales
$$PHONES ARE BUSY$$.
Guaranteed hourly, commissions,
and weekly bonuses. Close to UCF.
321-207-0988

MUSICIANS WANTED
Young Hollywood runaway seeks foxy kids
to perform, record and create buzz. ME:
Arrogant hillbilly Adonis w/ screechy surf
guitar, surly vocals + vaudeville piano.
YOU: Ring 407.461.1055
Office Manager/Assistant ~anted for
summer Ffl', Pfl' $8-10 hr.+ bonuses.
Must have good phone voice, reliable.
Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swin classes Ffl', Pff $9.50$12.50/hr + bonuses. Come work for
Sharks & Minnows .and change the
quality of a child's life. 407-699-1992
www.sharksandminnowsswimschool.com

ATTENTION!
Talented and responsible artists
(illustrators, cartoonists, etc ..) interested in
working as freelancers please send your
contact info to: illustragency@email.com
Want to show off your singing talents at
a UCF Sporting Event? UCF Sports
Marketing is auditioning national
anthem singers for basketball and
baseball seasons. If interested please
call Tracy at 407-823-2807.

/bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Femate Modeling Jobs
Newcomers welcome
(407) 210.2002 ext 1102.
glamourpix@onebox.com
http://www.portfolios.com/stefan

PT/Ff Opportunity - Primerica Financial
Services a subsidiary of Citigroup is
looking to hire 4-5 students. High
compensation potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin@ 1-866-208-3263_

BARTENDER'S NEEDED
Earn up to $250 per, day, No exp necessary.
866-291-1884 x8022.

Available now!
Call 407-324-7773

EE FOR RENT
Arden Villas Apartments
Huge move-in special! Move into a
2-bedroom by March 1st and receive
your first two months FREE. Prices
start at $903 for 1300sq. ft. 2/2. Off
University Blvd. Call 407.382.1100

212 Condo, best location, Hunter's
Reserve, close to UCF, spacious, vaulted
ceilings, w/d, pool, spa, tennis. $775/mo,
avail now. Call Jodi at Real Estate
Professional 407.359.5706
$299.00 moves you into one of our
beautiful 3 bdrm apartment homes.
At these rates, apartments won't last
long! CALL NOW! Riverfront Apts.
407-207-1488
Room avail at Knights Krossing.
Male/clean/quiet. Avail. immed. to
M or F, $375.00, furnish~d.
Call Darlene at 954-564-9126
or email: dnemke@hotmail.com

2 BED I 2 BATH CONDO
10 min. from UCF. Pool, basketball,
tennis, volleyball and rec. area.
Qniet, private and good location.
$725/mth. Call 407-384-3352.

l1sol@MMHU
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
$500/mo call 407.243.3760

•

ROOMMATE REFFERALS - Florida's
oldest/largest not. service. All areas, all
prices, all screened. Call Susie at 407-5812267 or email roommatesO@aoJ.com.
''Let us find yow: ideal roommate"

Wanted: Dog-loving Roommate
College student preferred.
$450 a month, all inclusive. House in
Oviedo. 10 mins from UCF.
Call Mike at 407-682-1091 M-F 9-6

IItI!]

SERVICES

In & Out Unisex Salon specializes in
quick weave, dreds, relaxers, and
natural styles. Call Tresia at
407.291.9500 or 321.297.7644. Mfl'/W
$40 relaxers. 2387 W Church St.
Gust off John Young Pkwy)
Students, get your money back! you are
entitled to tax breaks. Pro income tax
filing. Student discoun~. call Earl @
321-356-7784 or 407-249-1304

«

SolveYour
PCProbJems

;<
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rOUr "H~tne. ·~0

or Office~,)·'

1,000's of laptops starting at $499. All of
our computers are backed by a 90 day
warranty and tech support. 14-day money •
back guarantee. Call 1-800-805-0062 or
visit www.college.laptops.net
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with
5 year warranty. Brand New Twin $75,
Full $95, Queen $115, King $165.
Can deliver. 407.354.0069

Winter Park 2/1, 10 min to UCF,
newly remodeled, car port,
large backyard - $97,500
call 407-678-4887 or 407-468-8523
Dryer $100, Washer $100, 200Mhs
pentium computer $350, 5 .75 hp 22inch
lawnmower $100, single bed only $20,
call 407-852-1047

...

TIRED OF FIGHTING YOUR COMPUTER?

FOR SALE. Queen Size Bed w/ frame
and hdbrd $100. Ent. Cent. oak wood
$100. Audio Eqp: Fender tube head,
Korg AOl sound mod, Peavy
Ultraverb-all for $150. HP 870cse
printer $40. Fan $10. 407-493-5164

Arm press, fly, legs, many other exercises.
Great condition. $50. 407-971-9602.

•

LOOKING FOR HOUSEMATES!

10 Year Experienced, Licensed
Computer Pro Will••~

HOUSE FOR SALE
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL,

2/2.5 w/ garage,
only $650 including wId.

1989 Volvo 740 GL
A/C, new tires, great transportation.
Well cared for. $2500 oho
call mike 407-963-5631

••

Mendel Villas

Teen Pregnancy Prevention TL

Weider home gym set for sale

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING

2000 Suzuki Katana 750cc for sale!
4-cyl, 16-valve 6-speed with Yoshimura
RS-3 Race Pipe. $6200, negotiable.
Interested buyers call 407-365-6441

Spacious Townhouses

•

Sales or just installation of ·""' 1
Software, Hardware & Netw?t'~r\w
Custom Bu!lt Computers
Setup specifically for your
needs, gaming, video, music...

lnternetAnti·Vi.1ru~\
Protection!

1

Get Rid of Hidden
Bugs & Viruses

EzTechHelp of Orlando .
Reasonable Rates
Home or Office
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SERVICES

Drowning in debt? We'll help you avoid
bankruptcy, lower interest rates and
consolidate debts into one easy payment.
For free counseling call consumer debt
counselors at 407-599-0057 x205

YOGA CLASSES

•

private/semi-private classes, beginner,
intermediate and advanced, all levels
welcomed. www.power-yoga.net. call Reinaldo at 407.277.8770

LEARN TO FLY
A lot of fun, and less expensive tha you
think! Special incentives for the first 5
students to sign up! Call 407-323-9136

•

•
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That's why you should give me a call
about State Farm renters insurance.

See Agent:
Jim Ackerman

•

5301 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL
407-277-2994
jim.ackenman.lzj7@statefarm.com

..•

STATE FAIM

RENTERS
INSURANCE

INSUIANC~

Like a good neighbor, State Fann is there.•
statefarm.com.,..

.,
•

Strte Farm Fi'e and Casualty Co!rpan'f • Strte Farm General
Insurance Corrparrf • Home Offi::es: Bloomington. Illinois
Strte Farm LJords • Home Office: Dallas, Texas • Strte Farm
Florida lnsuranc:e Company • Home Office: Wnter Haven. Florida

Stock Trading/Investing/Economics
Tutor. From basics to advanced.
Call 321-662-5205
Other subjects also available.
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU
CRAZY? Is it all Greek to you?
Thinking of changing your major? Need
a tutor? can Virginia at 407-366-6079.
Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs Exp. Reasonable Rates - Flexible Hours Computer Aeces.s
Email TheChemTutor@aol.com
NOT INTO SPRING CLEANING?
Orlando Home Improvement Services
Landscaping, Lawns, Lights & more
Call Jay at (407) 677-7316
Orlandohomeimprovement@hotmail.com

'
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Discovering your landlord's
insurance doesn't cover your stuff.

STYLUS SHOWS PRESENTS THE2002

-

301-570-5524

record-shows.com

mi] ON CAMPUS

rlJ

PREGNANT? Loving couple desires to
adopt child. Medical, living and
counseling paid. Call Donald Jacobs,
Orlando Attorney, FL Bar# 181410.
(407) 896-9400.

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING - Have a problem with
compulsive overeating, anorexia, or
bulemia? There is a solution. Mon.
nights at 5:15 pm in the new Recreation
and Wellnes.s Center (use Wellness
Center ground floor entrance). 800-5222692 or www.overeatersanonymous.org

FREE NUTRITION SEMINAR
Feb 13 - Dietary Supplements for weight
loss, energy and more. By the dietician in
the NEW Wellness Center call 823-5841.

MISC

WWW.SEEBER.COM
Happily married couple seeks to adopt.
We can provide your baby a happy, loving,
stable home and family. Michelle & Matt
866- 663-3535. MkMw825@aol

DO YOU NEED A MASSAGE?
Stop by the Wellness Center for a chance
to win a one hour massage by an LMT.
All donations go to SWAT.

~ EVENTS
Have a B LA S S T in Orlando Building
Leadership and Super Success Training.
Feb 9. FREE $385 Tickets.
Limited Seating. For full info email:
adl@redrubyads.com
or call 1-866-INF091 L Auth#l20201
The free Inquiry Society of Central
Florida was created in 1996 to provide a
forum to discuss philosophy, religion and
other topics of interest to free- thinking
individuals. Monthly meetings open to
all. For more info. call (407) 262-1915.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.
Herpes - EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Succes.s Rate
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stopmyoutbreaks.co.uk

Pregnant? You Have Options!

~ TRAVEL
#I Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida. Best Part1es,
Best Hotels, Best Prices! Group Discounts.
Group organizers travel free! Space is
limited! Hurry up & Book Now! 800-2347007 www.endJesssummertours.com

l!J RELIGION
University Unitarian Universalist Society
11648 McCulloch Rd 407-737-4018
Service at 10:30 am, All are Welcome!
Adult and Children's Religious Education
at 9:30 am. Feb 1o; Frank Brogan, A Way
With Words. For speakers & events
uuus.orlando.fl.uua.org

i!J REUGION
St. Isaac Jogues Catholic Church
4301 S Chickasaw Tr, ORL. 407-249-0906.
Daily mass 8:15 am M-S. Sat mass 5pm
Eng, 6:30 Span, Sunday 8/9:30/11 Eng,
9:30 Signed, 12:30 Span. Confess S 4-4:45.

River Run
Christian Church
- Close to UCF Come &. Explore this Sunday!
8:30/10:20: FREE Sunday Cafe
9: 15/11 :00: Creative Drama, Multi-Media
· Video, Relevant Messages, Contemporary
Music, Exciting Children's Program, Casual
Dress
Meeting at ...
Lawton Chiles Middle School
(3225 Lockwood Blvd., Oviedo)
www.riverruncc.org
407-977-LIFE (5433)

Free Test. Caring. Confidential.
TLC Women's Center.
W.Pk.2314 Wtr Wds Blvd407-677-4463
Ori 4314 Edgewater Dr 407-294-4314

Relevant-Real-Relational

Flexibility

WWW.SEEBER.COM

Enroll today. Work at your own pace.

ACTING WORKSHOPS!
Study w/ pros who have stared on
Broadway, TV, and films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA, Stella
Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also. Skye
Aubrey 407-788-8916

l

Transportation throughout Central
Florida. Call 407-380-3080 or toll-free
1-888-550-6299. Mention this ad for
student discount or visit
www.transmaxtrans.com

WANNA LEARN GUITAR??
Excellent program for you! All students
talce home cd recording of every lesson +
written materials. Call now 407.365.7439

www,condompower.net
813-975-9404

JUST WEAR 11;

Egg Donors Needed

mi] ON CAMPUS Up to $10,000 Compensation!
•·
•

•

•

Fraternities • Sororities •
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three bour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLSBU) meets Tuesdays, 8:00 PM in the
Student Union. Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf/-ucfglbsu/

Young, Attractive, Healthy,
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair • Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Call Now to Help! We have families waiting!

ENC 1102

Writing About Literature

CRW 1101

Beginning Fiction Writing

EDF 3604

Social Foundations of Education

PUR 3000

Intro. to Public Relations

LAT 1120

Intro. to Latin I

ECO 2023

Principles of Microeconomics

MAC 1105

Basic College Algebra

SYG 2000

Principles of Sociology

All college credit courses are accepted by all state universities in Florida.
Students registered in a state university in Florida must have an advisor's
approval to register. See our website for specific details.
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Call 1-(800)-563-0098 or
Visit www.LovingDonation.com

www.CorrespondenceStudy.ufl.edu

or call 800.327.4218
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Makers of Bond
need to get over
themselves

•

..

•

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

•

••

Jason Shepherd (Muniz) and Marty Wolf (Giamatti) face off in "Big Fat Liar." Below: Shepherd and Kaylee (Byrnes) take on Hollywood .

Big Fat Liar shows Hollywood
at its worst- and laughs at it
CHRISTIE ZIZO
STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

•

Think of every movie cliche and every Hollywood
stereotype ever conceived, throw in Frankie Muniz and
Amanda Byrnes and voila, "Big Fat Liar."
But don't let any of that stop you. The film is actually quite enjoyable.
Muniz plays Jason Shepherd, a 14-year-old who takes
"the dog ate my homework'' to a whole new level. In a rush
to get an overdue homework assignment
in, he's hit by a limo bearing Hollywood
hotshot Marty Wolf (Paul Giamatti). He
Movie
gets a ride to school, but he accidentally
picks
leaves the homework in the car. Soon
See pg. B-3
after, Shepherd's story is being touted as
the next Hollywood blockbuster.
But_Shepherd has told too many lies to
get anyone to believe him. So he and close friend Kay lee
(Byrnes), take a trip to LA to get Wolf to 'fess up.
"BFL" is a far cry from Muniz's last film, "My Dog
PLEASE SEE

The people who make James
Bond films are sick and perverted.
This past week New Line
was forced to pulled trailers and
promos to "Austin Powers:
Goldmember" because the title is
too much like the James Bond
film "Goldfinger."
I don't get it. So what if the
titles both have the word "gold" in
it? They were clearly speaking
about two different things .
Sheesh. The James Bond people
need to get their heads out of the
gutter.
I mean, they didn't sue over
"Austin Powers: The Spy Who
Shagged Me," clearly a bastardization of "The Spy Who
Loved Me." I would think that
"Goldmember" would be more
ambiguous.
They must have missed that
one.
For years MGM, the studio
owning the copyrights on Bond,
had been quietly crying fowl over
films and TV shows that parody
the suave secret agent with a penchant for women and weapons.
Paramount Studios felt the
sting in 1995 when MGM and
Bond's creators sued over an
episode of the syndicated series
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine called
I
I "Our Man Bashir," in which main
I· character Julian Bashir (even the
initials are similar), has to save
the DS9 gang by playing a secret
agent game set in the 50s with
several similar Bond elements. By
the time MGM was finished, the
Bashir character wasn't even permitted to wear a tuxedo for the
duration of the series (the series
ended in 1999).
When Pierce Brosnan took
the lead in the summer flick "The
Thomas Crown Affair" the producers were informed that
Brosnan could not wear a tux
because there would be too
many similarities to Bond.
This is why Brosnan's
eharacter appears at a
black tie event without the
traditional black bow tie.
Oddly enough, the" Thomas
Crown Affair" was distributed
by MGM.
The first Bond film was in
1962. Back in 1967 there was a
, film called "Casino Royale,"
I

Liar ON B-3
PLEASE SEE

Bond oN B-9
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Saturday Feb. 9~ 8 p.m. - 2 a.m.
First 100 get FREE admission

Featuring Absolut Vodka specials!
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with Crash from Real Rock 101.1
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THURSDAY FEBRUARY 14th VALENTINES SPECIAL
Present your UCF Photo ID Card
And receive 15 o/o * off your check.
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''Liar" parodies the Hollywood machine
FROM PAGE ·B-1

.~

Skip." His performance as a
quick-wit with an overactive
and often overdramatic imagination is adequate. Byrnes does
well as his sidekick. Giamatti
is hilarious as scumbag producer Marty Wolf.
The true star of the film is
the Hollywood machine. The
sets and props of this movie
would convey that Universal
was looking to do some springcleaning and made a movie out
of the stuff they had lying
around. It parodies every camera angle, every snippet from
an action piece ever conceived,
i.e. the slow motion stride popularized by "Reservoir Dogs"
and the old confession set-up.
of film and TV past.
"BFL" also makes fun of
Hollywood itself - its method
of throwing ·away the child star
(featuring cameos by Jaleel
White and Dustin Diamond),
how technology is overrunning
old-fashioned stunt know-how
(when Wolf replaces a seasoned
stunt-professional
played by Lee Majors with a
thick-glassed geek with an !Book), and lets not forget the

*

Outstanding

• Worthy effort
So-so

fTAbomb
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Paul Giamatti's character Marty
Wolf is looking a little blue in "Big
Fat Liar," opening Feb. 8.

BirthdaY- Gi~_(_.....
R)___,,_
Black Hawk Down R

•

,,_.~~-+-~,..,,,.,,~-+~--+-

... Mon!! Cristo (~~--...................,__•--+---+---+--,..__

time-honored tradition of treating people who are trying to
break into the industry like
amoeba.
By the end of the film,
every person Wolf has ever
treated like a simpleton gets
their sweet revenge.
With an ingenious script by
Dan Schneider, "Big Fat Liar"
makes a joke of the industry
that gives it birth, and gets
away with it.
Big Fat Liar's nationwide
release is Friday, Feb. 8.
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f b_E:> 6 - FIB 12
Spring Career Expo This is your chance to meet with
nearly 200 Employers. Bring lots of resumes, and
dress professionally. UCF Arena 1Oam-3pm
Dreamweaver #1 Introduction to the computer
software Dreamweaver Computer Center 2 1:30-3:30
Nutrition Seminar Eating for Better Energy The
campus wellness center in new recreation center 1st
floor side entrance.

Feb9

Self Discovery Knights: Lets Talk about "SEX"
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom H. 7-8:30pm

!Techranger Talent Round Up Come prepared to
discuss your web experiences and showcase your
web work. To RSVP: http://reach.ucf.edu/
-trangerslroundup/.. Library Room 157 9am-3:30pm
:Human Resources Seminar Student Union, Cape
Florida Ballroom Room 316C 9-3:30pm

MEN
F~b7

@Georgia statE

Feb9

@Campbetl

WOMEN
F~b$

Workshop: Resume and Cover Letter Workshop
Learn to prepare a professional cover letter and
resume to get that job you want Student Resource
Center Room 185 _3:00pm
Interviewing Technigues Workshop Showing you
have the skills an employer wants is the nal'ne of the
game. Student Resource Center Room 185 4-5pm

THE cen truJ

flor ida

FUTURE

Step on.it
Surf and download up to 70 times
faster than dial-up!

ROADRUNNER

$

@Georgia

@Georgi'

RacquethaJl

I

**Would you like to work with "The
Skinny" or have an event you wpu/d
like to see in print for free:
Contact
THESKINNYUCF@HOTMAIL.com

INFOR..tv1A TION Db.PR.Iv'A TION

Get your Job via the GOLD Connection Workshop
You will be introduced to the Career Resource
Center staff. Student Resource Center RM 185 3pm

Hospitality Career Fair Over 50 employers from the
Hospitality Industry 9am - 12pm Contact
dbreiter@mail.ucf.edu for location.
Collaboration Classroom Workshop Classroom
building Room 207 2:00pm - 5:00pm
Major & Career Exploration Workshop Choosing a
major is hard. Howard Philips Hall 116G 3..4pm

If you've ever missed a free concert or
had nothing to do on a Friday
night. .. then you are officially a victim.
UCF students have been deprived of
information for too long. Luckily, you
have found the cure.

TJ.Jb.. GUl2.b.. FOl2.

HIGH Sl'EEDONUNE"'

1•87l•TWC•EASY
www.twceasy.com

LOONEY TUNES, characters, names and all related indicla are trademarks of Warner Bros. 0 2002.

.

@~T•.AuQustlne"
ii

allck ~~ Tcutncn-~
· G&orgla

AKA
·~

Happy·
Hour S·CL
$2 Domestics
$3Wens bands NO Cover!

Gallco Jacks $2
~
PitCher$ $1 J)O Lon.go.
$1 Drinks •It ni{Jht
NeckS $1 Wells
Wing Shack Guys N
Liquid Cellar $2 Cove Dolls Night Free Draft
AIPha Q.ar Wit<f on ~ondays $2 Pttchm a~r 9pm K!JJght Lfgb!s ladies
Rtltk and House
Tonqµerm 1.~o Dom tllQht Fr~ Beir \ /
:,
MOt-1 Drafts and $3 Wells
\'vc.t>
Blye Boom OJ Mike 8 &
Qbilters ·• ladi&s Night" 4~ 1Opm ladies
Knjghtlif.e $2 Oomestics
Metropo1ia Colfege Nigh drink$1.2S btls, frzndrjo~. weHs&wine ,
P@vao•Y's T.oo No Cover for Ladies ~ Hosted by OJ Leoni

Free Hunch "Punch
Hops College night 9 ..
&Qtt
Free admission before 11:00pm $2
fclose •Happy Hour Prices
Budweiserand
But Ug~t Bpttfes
fRI
~

.

ruu

For more specific event information or to submit your own event visit www.skinny.

cast.org
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Orlando View

A peek at the week in local entertainment
(rassroots, L.l.F.T.
(hard edge)

Florida jtate Fai rg rounds
2 and 7 pm

Lost & Found at 9 pm

House 'bf Blues at 8 pm

Dave London (house)
Cairo at 10 pm

Open mic/ Poetry Jam

DJ John Campisano

Stone Soup Collective at 9 pm

The Groove at 9 pm

Mates of State,
Sound the Alarm (indie)

"Fright Night" open
mike hosted by
Jim O' Rourke

Back Booth at 10 pm

Bodhisattva Social Club at 8 pm

Just the 2 of Us
Chef Authur's Nicole
St. Pierre's at 8 pm

Fri4ay

Surface Tension
Quartet (jan)

f~b., 8

4:20 (jam rock)
Kitty O'Shea's at 10 pm

Chapters Bread & Books Cafe at
6:30 pm

JJll G ye: and the
Average Joe Band, Cider

Delusionaires (SO's rock)

Milemarker, 12 Hour
Turn, Fin Fang foom

House ofBlues at 9 pm

Rumors Lounge at 9 pm

Big Sky "CD
Release Party"

Open mike hosted
by Paul Gerardi

Guillermo (Latin)

Rick Sloan & His
Big Red Grand

Mercado at 7 pm

Lino's Chicago Bar and Grill at 9 pm

lhu.rsday_
U

11 Red Apples, a home-grown band, plays next at the Social (formerly
Sapphire) Feb. 19.

House of Blues at 8 pm

Rick Jefferys
(classic rock)
Mercado at 7 pm

funkUs (flavor rock)

"Insanity Fest" featuring
Lunatic Candy Kreep,
lndorphine

Sunday

F.B.I. Liquors from noon-2 am

Julio Iglesias

Peter Scott's at 7 pm

Fathead, One Drop

King Center for Performing Arts
at 7 pm

Gerald Mitchell, BMF

Bloc, Duster,
Calm (hard edge)

Will's Pub at 9 pm

Lost & Found at 9 pm

Evelyn McGee Stone (jan)

Fairbanks Tavern at 9 pm

Barbarella at 10 pm

One Drop (jan/
hip-hop fusion)

Grumpy*

Back Booth at 5 pm

Johnny's Rockin Bistro at 10 pm

Orlando Public Library at 10 am

Kenny Rogers
Ocean Center, Daytona Beach at
7:30 pm

DJ Jade (dance)
Slingapour's at 9 pm

America

Anthony Cole hosts
."Jan Garage"

Back Booth at 5 pm

Connie Blackwood
(acoustic folk)

Travis Tritt
Florida State Fairgrounds at 7
pm
The band Grumpy*'s music is as hard
edge as they are.

310 Park South at 8 pm

Hong Kong Danger

Ashley Lockead (jan)

DJ Jimmy Jamz
BET Soundstage Club at 8 pm

Skezag (funk)
Casey's on Central at 10 pm

The Joint Chiefs
CityJazz at 8 pm

DJ Anthony
Parliament House at 4 pm

Sometimes Sam
(guitar rock)
Loaded Hog at 10 pm

DJ Jake (house/dance)
Red Velvet at 10 pm

Danny Franklin
(punk/80's)

House"ofBluesat.8:30 pm

Ed Krout Trio (jan)

UCF's Student Radio Station
on
Campus Cable Channel 21
on your TV!

~

Ml,..,, °'" •..,,

,,,...,.,. ,,,,.,. , ,. ,, '"

View a Program Schedule at:

{

UCF's Wired.Cafe 7-10 pm

I

Cake

~

(

Mid Tavern at 9 pm

Broken Speech presents
a "Poetry Slam" hosted
by j. Bradley

Monday
Feb. 11

17.0IJ

,.

The Social at 10 pm

The Peacock Room at 9:30 pm

376. E Broadway St. ·
Oviedo, FL 32765

. .
, _ _ . , . . ..

Townsends at TBA

House of Blues at 9 pm

Feb. 10

I

Oviedo Bowling Center

•

Heart Attack Diner
Gov't Mule

Church Street Market at 7:30 pm

Wills Pub at 11 pm

>

Jeff Howell,

Copper Rocket PIJb at TBA

Open mike hosted
by Open Mike

DJ eX (industrial/
synth pop)

My Hotel Year (punk)

Tabu at 10 pm

Rookies at 9 pm

1

Feb. 9

Duo (hip-hop)
Stone Soup Collective at 9 pm

Bug head

Dane Colbert (acoustic)

featuring East Bay Ray

Saturd~y

DJ Jimmy Joslin

Kitty O' Shea's at 10 pm

~ead,~ennedys

.

•

The Social at 8 pm

The Social at 8 pm

Guinevere's from 8-11 pm

Feb~

•

Marshall Tucker Band

WDSC. U.Cf.edU_

(

.

Februarv &th
CAB Meet-n-Greet

@

SU, Cape Florida Ballroom 316b - 6pm-9pm

Cultural Arts presents:

Hip Hop Feet Conc;ert -

SU. Pegasus Ballroom

7pm - 12am

Februarv 1th

Popular Entertainment presents:
Hypnotist Tom Deluca
~I UCF Arena - 8pm

-L

~J An annual UCF tradition for over 10 years.

Februarv 9th
Dance Marathon, Car Wash .f qr Donation
· Wendy's @ University, 10am - 2pm

Februarv 11th
Volunteer UCF 6ook Drive
Please drop books at Bookstore or the Student Union, through 2/22

Avant Garde leoture - Professor Saif

s-peaking on Afghanistan

SU, Key West rm 218C, 8 - 9pm

Februarv 12th & 13th
CAB Movie Knight, 11 Rooky Horror Pioture 5
SU, Cape FL Ballroom 9pm
,,

'Volunteer UCF 61ootJ and 6one Marrow Drive
SU, South Patio, 10am - 5p.m

.
t·
~!

.

Knight Feverl
"Sa.t urday Night Fever"

.

w~, Orlando 6017 Carr Performing Arts Center ·

tfl • February 26th
-

and 27th, $18 for 6tudent6, ($40 value)
Ticke~s .go on sale February 4th through 20th
at the OSA office, SU rm 208.

For more information on our events contact the Office of Student,·~'li ft
Rm 208 Student Union, 407-823-6471.

,~w.~;~;y~Wffe

Funded by Activity and Service Fee

asalloc~~~~:: St
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-Part one in a two part series-

Eight questions with Darwin's Waiting Room
RANDY HARRIS
STAFF WRITER

Famous and infamous the
world over for being the
breeding ground that spawned
national acts like Limp Bizkit,
Creed, Puya and the monstrosity known as the modern boy
band, Florida can now add
Miami's Darwin's Waiting
Room to the growing list of
hometown heroes. Rising like
a pheonix out of the ashes of
the South Beach dance scene,
Darwin'-s Waiting Room,
which features emcee Grimm,
singer J abe, guitarist Eddie the
Kydd, bassist Alex Cando and
drummer Joe Perrone blend
the best elements of hip-hop,
metal, reggae and punk to create a sound that is uniquely
their own.
Since being signed to
MCA Records, they've toured
relentlessly behind their debut
album, Orphan and have
shared the stage with hard
rock heavyweights such as
Godsmack, Deftones and felSouth
Floridians
low
Nonpoint. "Feel So Stupid,"
their first single, scored a
decent amount of airplay on
rock radio and the video made
its mark on music channels
such as MTV2 and MUCHMUSIC. On the strength of
their energetic live shows, the
fivesome were asked to open
for Machine Head as part of
their "Supercharger Tour."
Before their stop at the
House of Blues on Jan. 29, I
sat down with vocalist MC
Grimm to discuss the band 's
past, present, and future.

the five of you, how does the
songwriting process work? Is
it complicated to keep it
democratic with some many
different points of ".iew?
Grimm: Every member
of this band is crucial. It's not
like there's somebody in the
band that is Jabe's brother, or
something. We didn't say,
'Well, this guy helped us out
in the beginning and he built
our website and he's a good
friend of ours, so we' 11 let him
in.' Everybody that's in this
band deserves a place in this
band. We've all worked very
hard to get here and everybody has contributed more
than you could possibly ask
for. We're a very democratic
group and we vote on a lot of
different things. Usually
everything comes to a vote
and 3/5 of the vote wins. We
all want what's best for the
song. Whatever it takes to
make the best song possible,
then that's what we're aiming
for.

Future: You guys have
started to taste success within
the last year. You've been
signed, you're touring the
country, you've gotten airplay
with your first single and your
video's been on MTV. it must
have been a whirlwind of
events for you, so how did the
band as a whole handle this
newfound success?
Grimm: We're really
grounded. We try to stay
grounded at all times. We're
not an ego-driven band. We
have a healthy ego and we feel
that we make great music
because we try really hard and
Future: What are the ori- we put all of our time and
gins of Darwin's Waiting effort into it. I think we have a
Room?
· long way to go, though. I think
Grimm: The band had a lot of people haven't heard
been around since '95, but the this record. I think the record
line-up has changed a little bit. has been slept on and a lot of
The line-up we have now has people don't know it exists. If
been together since Jan. 1, they did, I think they'd appre2000. Eddie joining the band ciate what we have to offer.
was the final piece to the puz- There are a lot of talented
zle. We've all known each bands that took awhile to
other from the South Florida break through' and get their
music scene for years. names out there. These are
Everybody in the band has some of the bands we'd like to
been prevalent in the scene at model ourselves after. You
one time or another. Jabe and know, your Deftones, your
Joe had a band prior to Sevendusts, .your Incubuses,
Darwin's called -Outlit. I was where the first albums weren't
in a live hip-hop group called sure-fire successes, but they
Your Mom, which was sort of built a loyal following through
like a Roots-type thing. Eddie non-stop touring. _It takes
was in a band called Crime time, but we're a band that's
and Alex was playing in a willing to take that time and
bunch of different bands and go the distance.
doing his thing. The line-up
was pretty much complete
Future: There's this huge
with the exception of a gui- word of . mouth surrounding
tarist. Eddie was parting ways your live show. Would you be
with Crime, and when he more content to build a grassjammed out with us every- roots following and let your
thing seemed to click.
live show do the talking?
Grimm: For any band to
Future: With so many be a real band, you gotta
different influences between throw down live. We want to

Darwin's Waiting
Room is touring
for their first
album, Orphan.
The album was
released under
MCA Records.

SPECI!\L TO
THE FUTUR E

be known as a live band. We
want people to say 'they make
great records, but their live show
is where it's at.' If we have a

radio hit, awesome, that's great,
but if we don't it's stil1 word of
mouth and we'll continue to do
things that way. I think the

maJonty of people who know
who we are is because of our live
show. I think that's the attraction
to this band.

Orange County Convention Center
February 22-24, 2001
Saturday &
. Sunday Only!

ANDY HALLET*
Angel's - The Host

Also appearing ... Jason Mewes (Jay)

FEATURED GUESTS
Sergio Aragones
Brian Michael Bendis
Phil Hester
Carmine Infantino
James Kochalka
Greg Land
Joseph Michael Linsner
David Mack
Michael Avon Oeming
Ande Parks
George Perez
John Romita Sr.
Greg Rucka
Yoshiki Tokushu
Matt Wagner
Mark Waid
Bernie Wrightson
Co.Sponsors

•

Saturday Only!

MTV's-WWF
AL SNOW

FEATURED MEDIA GUESTS
FARSCAPE - Virginia Hey
DRAGONBALL Z • Eric Vale
STAR WARS - David Prowse
Michonne Bourriague,
Kenny Baker, Mike Quinn
ALIENS • Mark Rolston,
Jenette Goldstein
BABYLON 5 - Jason Carter
BUCK ROGERS - Erin Gray
LOST IN SPACE • Bob May,
June Lockhart, Marta Krista,
Mark Goddard
* Special appearance by Eugene
Roddenberry (son of Gene
Roddenberry) with Star Trek
bloopers

(

• Over 110,000 square feet
• Innovative programming
• Hundreds of exhibitors
•Toys & action figures
• Two continuous anime rooms
• Anime costume contest
'(

For discounted tickets & information call: 813-891-1702
email: info@megaconventlon.com www.megaconvention.com
(
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Flickersticks rocked Hard Rock Live
RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

For those who have not heard of
VHl 's "Bands on the Run," it was a reality-based show that followed. three wanabe
mainstream bands across the nation. These
three bands played numerous showcases
in a "battle of the bands" type competition. Based on merchandise sales, ticket
sales, judges and music experts, the winning band received a ·sweet $50,000 and
$100,000 for gear from Guitar Center.
However the best prize of all was an A&R
showcase for music industry heavyweights to sample their sound and sign
them up. In addition to a record deal, the
band would get a music video on heavy
rotation played on VHl. The lucky, or better said, most talented band was
Flickerstick, a pop rock band from Dallas,
Texas.
Flickerstick rocked the show on Jan.
31 at the Hard Rock Live in Citywalk.
Although the audience was slow to fall in,
by the end of the night a large crowd was
feeling -the groove the entrancing band had
to offer. With a new and improved version
of the indie released Welcoming Home the
Astronauts, the band was more than willing give it their all.
First off to open for Flickerstick was
hard rock group Four Years Passed. This
band gave off the impression of a mix of

Creed and Pearl Jam, long hair and all for mellower sound, especially after the frrst
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moving so much as their heads. "Feel free and got the audience revved for
to movie around, this is a concert after Flickerstick.
all," the singer pleaded.
Flickerstick donned the stage at
Abandoned Poodles took over next in lOpm. The stage was black and a resonatan attempt to get this crowd moving. ing voice that sounded like it was from
Slightly more successful, the band made outer space began to speak. Then the
its Orlando debut. This group could be cheers arose when Flickerstick ran out.
compared to the song styling of Our Lady They started strong with an amazing renPeace. Abandoned Poodles had a much dition "Lift (with Love We Will Survive),"

which set the tone for a good show. Every
song on the album was played, including
"Smile" which was added to the Epic
Records release of their CD. Singer
Brandon Lea kept up a great repertoire
with the audience, asking for their opinion
on a new unreleased and untitled single.
The crowd liked it. Most popular was their
current hit single, "Beautiful." Also treats
for the audience were "Coke" and one
song where Brandon Lea performed only
him and his guitar, showcasing his outstanding vocals. Audience members broke
out their lighters and some even took out
their cell phones.
In between songs, the band drank
some beers and bowled them across the
stage. Each member was all over the
place, especially Lea. Behind the stage
was a giant movie screen portraying psy-·
chedelic visuals and then sometimes some
old footage. Visually, the show was very
appealing.
Closing the night was "Direct Line to
the Telepathic." Flickerstick gave it their
all and milked the end for all it was worth.
It must have taken them five minutes to
get off the stage once the song was over.
Lights flashed and the stroke of the guitar
said goodbye to the crowd.
If you didn't catch "Bands on the
Run" it's okay. There is plenty of time to
get hooked onto Flickerstick. They are not
going anywhere.

More things UCF
students would
like to see happen:
#1
#2
#3

Classes needed/required are available.
All books on clearence.
UCF and SunTrust oner aureat
event to pick up vour new UCFcard.
\

WOW! The first two would be great, but the third is even BETIER!

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS

heavily guarded room to a
lightly guarded one on election
night.

Lead stories
In January, after the
California restaurant chain
Carl's Jr. began televising a
commercial chiding competitors' chicken-nugget meals (the
ad: executives examining a
chicken in a futile attempt to
find a body part called the
"nugget"), the animal rights
group United Poultry Concerns
objected, not just because the
chicken was mishandled but
because the examination hurt
the chicken's feelings (treated
the chicken "derisively,"
United's chief Karen Davis told
the Los Angeles Times). (A few
days later, seemingly in support
of Davis, Australian neuroscientists Charles Watson and_
George Paxinos announced the
startup of their project to compile a comprehensive atlas of a
bird's "sophisticated and complex" brain, emphasizing features in common with humans'
brains.)
• The Los Angeles Times
reported in January that the exwife of casino mogul Kirk
Kerkorian had recently filed a
petition claiming that the
$50,000 a month in child support Kerkorian pays for his 3year-old daughter is insufficient and asking a Los Angeles
judge to up the amount to
$320,000 a month. Included as
little Kira's requirements are
$144,000 a month for travel,
$14,000 for parties (her firstbirthday party cost $70,000),
$10,200 for food (about $340
per meal), and $7,000 a month
for little Kira to give back to
the community (in charitable
donations).

Democracy in action
Right-to-Life Party candidate Richard Hobbs, 47, overwhelmingly lost his campaign
for
the
legislature
of
Westchester County, N. Y., in
November, probably because it
got out that he was a twice-convicted pedophile; he told
reporters that he didn't think
the convictions were relevant
to the campaign because "there
are no children at the county
legislature." And San Francisco
election officials denied any
misconduct in counting the
November ballots on the initiative that would have authorized
public seizure of PG&E electric utility lines (which lost by
only a few hundred votes);
among the alleged irregularities: ballot-box lids blown off,
240 uncounted ballots stuck in
a machine, 400 blank ballots
found at a pollworker's house,
and 5,500 absentee ballots
quixotically moved from a

Police blotter
In October, police in
Fairbanks, Alaska, charged
Gail Bergman, 41, with second-degree assault for stabbing
her live-in boyfriend in the buttocks with two paring knives in
a domestic squabble. Bergman
denied it, claiming t~at the
boyfriend actually showed up
at the door that night naked
with the two knives already
stuck in hitp. According to
police, Bergman's main concern seemed to be that she had
finally relocated the knives:
"I've been asking him where
those knives have been for the
last three weeks. Why is he
walking around town with
knives sticking out of his butt?"
• From the Crime Watch
column of the Leaf-Chronicle
(Clarksville, Tenn.), Dec. 5,
2001: "A 36-year-old cab driver reported one of his riders
sexually attacked him Saturday
morning in the 100 block of
Keith Drive. (T)he cab driver
pushed the- rider away. The
rider then forcibly performed a
sexual act on the driver, the
victim told (Det. Larry) Boren.
The report indicated the driver
didn't know if the attacker was
a man or a woman."
• From the police report
column of the Union Democrat
(Sonora, Calif.), Dec. 31, 2001:
"l :35 p.m., Groveland: A driver told the California
Highway Patrol that two people
were parked outside the
entrance to Yosemite National
Park with the hazard lights on
and their hands in the air.
Yosemite rangers said the two
men admitted ingesting 'speed'
and became paranoid that a
sniper was in the bushes aiming
a high-powered rifle at them."

$38,000 from the company, an
amount that included the value of
400 decaying pizzas found in her
garage. According to police, she
had invented big call-in orders at
her store for schools, hospitals,
etc., just to get her store's sales figures up and her name in the company newsletter. She would then
adjust the books to cover the costs
and deliver the pizzas, herself, to
her own garage. She was busted
when she asked her boss (the
owner) to help her move to a new
house, and he discovered the rotting pizzas.

People different from us
On New Year's Eve, Los
Angeles police arrested bicycleshop owner Michael Howard, 47,
and charged him with eight counts
in connection with a series of incidents in which a man forcibly cut
the hair of women on the street.
Though Howard's alleged obsession with hair was apparently not
well known to his family, one
longtime friend told the Los
Angeles Times that Howard "liked
playing with (hair), brushing it,

everything about it. He says he
likes the sound of scissors cutting
hair."

Unclear on the concept
A judge in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, acquitted a 26-year-old
man of rape in December after
finding that the 45-year-old victim's testimony was not credible.
The victim (an acquaintance of the
man) presented no evidence of
unwillingness except her word that
she didn't want to go through with
it, did not try to escape when she
had plenty of time to do so, and
failed to bite the man during oral
sex (because, as she told the
defense lawyer, "I'm not like that;
I'm not a person who likes to ·be
rude").

Update
Applied Digital Solutions
(Palm Beach, Fla.) said in
December that it will sell humanimplantable chips with space for
about 60 strands of information
starting early in 2002, but only in
South America. In the United
States, ADS still needs FDA

Our civilization in decline
Yeslam bin Laden, half-brother·of Osama, said he will introduce
a "bin Laden" designer clothing
line that he believes will sell big in
Arab countries (but his "bin
Laden" trademark application in
Switzerland has been held up).
And the director of housing at
Princeton University issued a safety directive to students after two
undergraduates fell out of bunk
beds in dorms; it is believed to be
the first warning on how to use a
bed ever issued to Ivy League students. And probation officers in
Staffordshire, England, fresh out of
rehabilitation ideas, have started a
counseling program based on discussing questions and answers
from the board game Scruples.

AUDITIONS

In Tampa: .
We•nesday March 6

Bright ideas
In November, Mexico City
began its latest tactic to help
drivers cope with the capital's
monumental traffic problem,
by hiring five mimes to team
with four special traffic officers
in street theater sketches to
encourage drivers at the city's
most dangerous intersections to
buckle up, curb their cellphone usage and obey all traffic laws. (A 1999 tactic had the
city reassign its 900 traffic cops
in favor of handing all citationwriting over to 64 female officers, who, it was felt, would be
less likely to accept motorists'
bribe attempts, but the traffic
problem has soared since then.)
• Kimberly Herricks, 36, a
manager for Donato's Pizza,
Lakewood, Ohio, was indicted
in December for stealing

approval, which it might get later
this year. Right now, only some
livestock have the chips (and, of
course, Professor Kevin Warwick
of Reading University in England,
as reported in News of the Weird in
July 2001, whose arm-implanted
chips open his office door and tum
on the lights).

Singers, Dancers,
Actors, Mimes,
Musicians, Puppeteers,
Costumed Characters,
Technicians, Specialty Acts

Call, or visit us online for other
dates and times to audition.

* Paid holidays-& vacation time

*Medical, dental, vision, prescriptions
* Additional opportunities
* Master classes and workshops

BUSCH .
GAIU>ENS.
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA
Audition ·Hotline: ·

Visit us on the world wide web:

TAMPATALENT.COM

(8t3) 987-5164
Busch Gardens is an equal opportunity
employer and a drug free workplace.

Video Taped Auditions Are gladly accepted! If you are unable to make it in person, send us your best on
video. Be sure to include a recent headshot and resume. Sorry, we don't return tapes!
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-Part two in an ongoing seriesOrlando's Hidden Rangouts

Entertainment for the

Class
starting soon!
Orlando
Orlando Kaplan Center
3403 Technological Ave

Orlando, FL 32817
Test 1
M1
M2
M3

M4
Test 2

A1

· A2
Test3
V1
V2
V3
V4
Test4

Online Dlagnostic Test
Wed 2127
6:15pm
Mon 3/04
6:30pm
Wed 3106
6:30pm
Mon 311 B
6:30pm
Practice Test
Wed 3/20
6:30pm
Mon 3125
6:30pm

Practice Test
Wed
Mon
Wed
Mon

3127
4/01
4/03
4/08

6:30pm
6:30pm
6:30pm
6:30pm

Practice Test

Call or visit us online today to enroll.
Ask about' our GRE prep onllne!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP·TEST.
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
•GRE Is a registered trademar11 of the Educational Testing Ser'lk:e.

Birkenstock's purpose is to share our
heartfelt belief that our comfortable,
healthy footwear contributes to
happiness and well-being.

BIRKENSTOCI
FOITWEAI

llWIPID

economically challenged
MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

The weekend is approaching soon and one may be feeling th~ hindrance of being an
economically challenged individual like myself. Well have
no fear; I'm here again to give
some Orlando spots for dining,
music and shows that will
rarely cost more than ten bucks.
This week I'm highlighting for
spots in Downtown Orlando.

shows, open mike sessions and
sometimes political guest
speakers stop by as well. This
place is a great opportunity to
meet new and interesting people as well as educate yourself
in a many number of political
issues.

Location 1:
Stone Soup Collective
Garden Cafe 810 W. Colonial
Drive (407) 999-9799
Location 3:
This restaurant has been
named one of the best in The Globe 25 Wall Street
Orlando, by the Orlando (407) 849-9904
Weekly, for three years now.
The Globe by far has to me
The theme of the restaurant is my favorite place to get a cup
Oriental food. A traditional of coffee. It's right in the midmenu, but everything is vege- dle downtown Orlando. The
tarian. I know what some of food there is great as well. They
you are thinking, Tofu gross. have a wide selection of
But it is not like that. Every Eastern cuisi_ne that is very well
item on the menu still has a done. A great place to go and sit
name like General Tso' s with some friends and talk
Chicken or Sweet and Sour about the day or argue about
Ribs. But, they are made with politics.
different ingredients to give the
item the texture and most of the
Location 4:
time flavor that goes with the
cami vorous counterpart to the . Guinevere's 37 S. Magnolia
veggie meal. Trust me, I have Ave. (407) 992-1200
yet to take someone there who
This is another coffee shop
ate meat that did not love the in downtown right next to
food.
Gallery at Avalon Island. It is a
great place to go for open mike
Location 2:
night as well as the new
Orlando
Hauntings ghost tours.
Stone Soup Collective
They have awesome atmos1020 S. Orange Ave.
phere, plus right next door is a
art gallery that has stuff from
(407) 999-7700
This place is awesome if local artists in the area. So, go
you like thing like open mike, check it out
punk/indie rock and anything
with political undertones. The
Collective is a political library
holding a wealth of knowledge
in its wall. But it also has local

Well that's all the places
this week. Remember jut
because cash is low doesn't
mean fun isn't possible.

Waterford Lakes Town Center
871 N. AJafaya Trail

Orlando, Florida

Bond parodies not new
FROM PAGE

Men•s, Women~s,
Children's, professionals-'
sizes to 17

Mon-Sat 10:00 - 9:30
Sunday 12:00 - 6:00

•

407.281.4445

B-1

written by Woody Allen, in
which David Niven played a
retired James Bond. By the conclusion, "Casino Royale" had
parodied every aspect of the
film series, right down to multiple characters with the name
James Bond (seven characters,
male, female and dog, prominently are named James Bond,
complete with the 007 license
number).
To my knowledge and the
extent of my research, Woody
Allen was never sued over the
film.
"Casino Royale" seemed

like a much more direct parody
then the parallels one can draw
between "Goldmember" and
"Goldfinger."
In the last 20 years, we've
seen a trend toward the need to
protect a label or a franchise. It's
gotten to the point where people
can't parody or even make reference to something without fear
of being sued. The best part of
the 60s was that people could
make fun of themselves - they
didn't mind. These days everything needs to be taken so seriously.
Or maybe it's just a money
issue. Maybe it's just greed
Yeah. Probably just greed.

UNIVERSA

Iliff~'

Take 1-4 Exit 29
(eastbound) and foll B(wes~bound) or 30A
ow the signs to UNIVERSAL.

(

,,

CIPHER PUZZLE
.

.

This is a dedication to the University of Central Florida,
from an undergraduate in the College of Computer Science
The best of wishes to all those who pursue the truth contained below~ ..

Stretching FM is no
stretch of talent
RACHEL BRAVERMAN

KKNHCCCUCFCUFFUFIGIUFUUFFICFUFFCFCUFCUCFFFUFUCC
CCFGUCFUFUGGFUUUCUKUCCFUUCUFUCCUUFUFUGHUCUI
UFUUFCCFFHFUUFCUCUFUCUCUUFUUCUUCUCCUCFCUKUF
UHHFCFFCFCFFUCFNCCFUFUFCUUUFFUUCUUCUUCCCCFUF
FCSTCFUUFUSFCFTCUCFCFSGUCCUFUCFFGCCCCFFCCCCCF
GCCFIUCCCCFKUFFCUFGUFCUCUCFFSCUUUCCUCCTUFFGH
KNCUCUCCCUUCCCFCCTFUUUCCHCFUSUFFUFUFFCFFCSUU
FUCFFUUHGFUFCCFFFCCFUFFCCFUGCUCIGCFFFFCCCFGFFCJJA
The cipher is based on the letters

UCF KNl6HTS
(and the others are perhaps of no importance...)

E-mail publisher@ucffuture.com with the correct answer and win a prize.
Even a guess could get you something ...

STAFF WRITER

Hailing from down south in
Coral Springs comes the five-man
band Stretching FM. This indie
rock group has made its way into
Orlando, a mecca for bands starting
out and trying to make it big. With
meaningful lyrics, catchy guitar
riffs and nice harmonies, it should
not be hard for Stretching FM to
stand out on its own and spread
their name and sound to fan's ears
everywhere.
The history of this group dates
back to Douglas High School.
Guitarist/singer Nicholas Petak.as
and guitarist/singer Tim O'Conner
were both in a band called Grey in

Over 30,000 Square Feet
of Fitness Featuring:
Strength Training e Cardio Kickboxing ·
Spinning· ti> Treadmills • Lifecycles
Aerobics·. over 50 clases per week
Stairmasters 9 Cross Trainers
Over 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights

·----------------------~--------------·I

: S100 011 Your Hembersbip With Tbis,4d! I
. --- ---- - - - ------ --- -----... - - -·-- --- - - - - ..

Between. Bass player Louis
Smoller, drummer David Turner
and keyboard player Jerry Jun
were in another band called
Southband. As fate would have
it, neither band would last very
long. ''Those two bands broke up
at basically the same time and we
just took the best parts of each
and combined them into
Stretching FM," O'Conner said
on how they all got together.
With some of the group
members back home it has put a
slight strain on band productivity.
''The band still plays shows regularly but unfortunately we don't
have as much time as we'd like
to rehearse new material,"
O' Conner commented. They
have even covered a lot more
ground and played to different
audiences. 'We've branched out
during the last half year,"
Smoller said. "Instead of playing
shows in one area, we have been
playing places farther away from
home. The distances between us
aren't adversely affecting the
band."
Not only do they overcome
distance, they have a five. song
EP out called What If I Stopped
Breathing produced by James
Wisner
(Dashboard
Confessional, Further Seems
Forever). Band members Petak.as
and O'Conner write the songs.
"Nick and I write the songs and
personally I get my inspiration
from things that happen in my
life," O'Conner said. "TypiCally
my songs are about anything that
moves me enough to put in lyrical form."
This is evident in each song.
The lyrics are real and the emotions portrayed through the
vocals are almost palpable. The
song "In My Youth" is about an
ex-girlfriend. "But I need some
time by myself because I could
never be so alone this time." An
ex also seems to be the reason for
the soulful ballad "A Fall
Project."
The stand .out song on the
album is "A Million Miles from
You." It's completely catchy and
the guitar riffs just pull the listener in. With in the first second
your head is nodding to the
music. The harmonies between
the two singers are right on.
With a good start behind
them, they have a lot to look forward to. For the year ahead
Smoller would like to see "first
would be to grow a§ a band and
to keep improving musically.
There would be no band without
the music. Second we would like
to be picked up by a small indie
label and be able to tour for a
quarter if the year and make a
name for ourselves."
The lucky eight ball says
chances are very good.
Check out their website
www.stretchingfm.com for more
information on the band .
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A word from Coach Kirk Speraw
Dear students,
I want to thank all of you ,rowdy
students who were cheering your
hearts out last Tuesday during our bas. ketball game against the USF Bulls.
We are always appreciative of the
Dungeon Dwellers, Kirk's Jerks, our
band, cheerleaders and dancers for
their consistent support of our basketball team. Having all of the additional students getting rowdy ... gave us

an energetic atmosphere which helped
to make a difference in our performance.
We need that kind of support for
the rest of the season. We are in the
midst of a tight conference race. We
have only two home games left:
February 14 vs. Samford, and
February 16 vs. Jacksonville State.
We also host the A-Sun Toumament ·on
February 28 - March 2. The championship game of the tournament (March

2) will be on ESPN. The winner will
receive an automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament. Our team is 9-2 at Home
in the Dungeon and we need to contin.ue that home court. advantage.
We have a very good team that is
capable of winning the conference
tournament but we need your support.
Great fan participation makes a difference in the outcome of any home
game. We hope that you will continue
to take pride in "YOUR" basketball

Fantasy Football championship. Connell finished the
season 11-1-1.

JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Connell wins fantasy
league, Van Cleef and
Cannon tie for pick'em

Sponsored by:

·John Van Cleef and
Jon Cannon tied with 167
points to win this year's NFL
Pick' em League. Van Cleef
and Cannon earned their points
by correctly picking the winners of the 17 week NFL season. Greg Connell's Momma's
Boys defeated Brian Murphy's
Bulldogs 193 to 157 to win the
.

.

--

. ···-··

team and come out and support the
Golden Knights throughout the
remainder of the season.

LCA? and Jessica and
Mandy crowned tennis
doubles champions
LCA ?served
and
volleyed their way into the tennis doubles finals defeating
ATW, SC and Mutiny to get to
the championship match
against Team Ace. LCA beat
Team Ace 6-2. Jessica and
Mandy defeated We Suck to ·
earn their championship.
·

-KIRK SPERAW
Head Coach

Four-on-four
flag football
registration open
Four-on-four flag football
will be played on Wednesday
and Thursday nights, and a
new coed division will be
offered which consists of
teams with two males and two
females. Each night has limited
space, so sign up today! Men's
and women's divisions are also
available. Free agent lists are
available online as well.

..

Student Government Senate Allocations
12/1/01to1/31102

Bill# .

Organization Name

Amount

Purpose

Senate Working Fund

Want to
show off
your singing
talents at

a .tlCF
sporting
even.t ?

MLK

00-02
A0073
OAF0036

Senate C&O Committee
United Nations Assn-UCF
Nat'l Pan-Hellenic Council

OAF0037

SGA

OAF0038
OAF0039

SPR
Lambda Alpha Epsilson

O.~.F0042

SGA
SGA
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance

Greek Forum
TeamSGA
Senate name tags
Criminal Justice Career Fair
Men's Flag Football
Women's Flag Football
Speaker, spoken-word poet

LEAD Scholars Assn
LEAD Scholars Assn
SG Multi Cultural Affairs

Leadership week 2002
Leadership week 2002
Center in the union

OAF0043
OAF0044
OAF0045
OAF0046
SB34-09

Model United Nations Prog, office supply

$4,000.00
$100.00
$250.00
$1,000'.00
$434.80
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00 .
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$860.00
$15,000.00

Total

Senate Working Fund

$26,644.80

C & 0 - Office Supplies
telephone charge

ErrOffSup Knightcast

$0.00

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$0.00

C&O-Travel

The UCF Sports Marketing
office is au·ditioning for
national anthem singers
for the remainder of the
basketball season and for
baseball season. If
interested, please call
Tracy at (407) 823-2807..

R34-14
R34-17
R34-18
R34-19
R34-21
SB34-07

Campus Crusade for Christ
Soc of Automotive Engineers
Chi Alpha
Collegiate Music Educators Nat'l Conf
Women's Lacrosse Club
Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers

Southe retreat, 1/18-1/21/02
Student Design Competition .
Southeastern SALT Conference, 12/28-111/02
FMEA Convention, 1/9-1/12/02
2002 Mardi Gras Lac.rosse tournament
ASCE SE Regional Conf. 4/4-4/6/02

Total

·

211102

C & 0 - Travel

·Your Club's Re2istration Status must be updated before you ~an use your fundin2

$875.00
$1,000.00
$950.00
$600.00
$1,000.00
$5,130.00
$9,555.00
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.11Home of the Fat Ass Burger!"
r

,live 'an~s en Frid_ay KnightS!J
• $1.50 DRINKS
IJ

•

•

~ Bacon, Egg &Cheese
~~- Sandwich w/ Coffee
....

p

~{)

arm~

only $200

------------------------

~~ Orull & l\teW ~~
Fresh food, made to order.
,,,~ .. ""'~-#
May take longer but ALWAYS tastes better. 1'1't or aN · Phone 282-1900 • Fax 282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union
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STUDENTS

WmlTo
.
. 5E.
'l"lrtmet>t W:ttn?es
•Fully furnished spacious
3 and 4 bedroom units

•Individual (private)
bathrooms available

eomIDm.>tt,y ¥fltttrres
• computer lab
•fitness center
•sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• .2 sparkling pools
•beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area

• Individual leases for

your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher

• fax service available

• refrigerator with icemaker
•range .

• minibfinds
• Private balconies aval/able

•Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone Jines

Other Floorplans Available

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the UCF North Gate!
·

For More Info Call:

366-7474
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JOSH SMITH
STAFF WRITER

Women's tennis team
defeats FAMU, loses
to FSU
With a convincing 6-1
win on Saturday, the UCF
women's
tennis
team
improves its record to 2-0
this season. The team was
excited to get back to action
after rain postponed the
Bethune-Cookman match on
Jan. 26. UCF began the day
by sweeping doubles play
and taking the first point. The
Golden Knights continued to
look very impressive by winning five-out-of-six matches
in singles play.
"It was nice to get back
out onto the courts," Coach
Patricia Allison said. "The
girls played well and hopefully we can carry that over into
a strong Florida State team."
Against Florida State on
Sunday, UCF was swept in
doubles play and lost the
match
4-3.
Marieke
Gunawan, Julie Pecastaing
and Kristina Lohmos picked
up singles victories for the
Golden Knights.
Against
FAMU
Sauze,
Emmanuelle
Gunawan,
Pecastaing,
Lohmos and Amira Samara
al1 picked up victories. The
team comes home to play
Florida
conference-rival
Atlantic on Friday and South
Florida on Monday.

Men's tennis gets
rained out
Friday the UCF men's
tennis team traveled to
Tallahassee for the first of
three engagements. UCF was
off to a great start against
Florida A&M despite being
delayed twice by rain. After
four hours of competitive tennis, the officials decided to
cancel the match. UCF had
already taken the doubles
point by sweeping all three
matches. After the first set,
the Golden Knights were
leading in each singles
match-up before rain caused
play to stop.
The match has been
rescheduled for March 27.

UCF men come up
short against FSU
The men's tennis team

lost, 5-2, Saturday to in-state
rival Florida State, which
boasts a team ranking of 56.
Antonio
Sierra
and
Sophomore Catalin Bradu
won the No.2 doubles match
making a split for the doubles
point. In the No.1 match,
FSU proved to be too much
by pulling off the win in a 12point tie break.
Florida State showed just
how strong they were by taking four-out-of-six singles
Only Bradu and
games.
Johan Westin could win a singles point.
"We were very close
once again against a strong
nationally ranked team,"
Coach Bobby Cashman said.
"We would have liked to
come out with a win, but the
experience we got was very
valuable. The only way to get
better is to play against
strong opponents."
UCF's record is now 2-2
and will come home for five
straight matches. The Golden
Knights will be meeting a
strong South Florida team on
the Feb. 16.

Shining moments for
UCF tennis players
After a tough road trip to
Tallahassee last weekend,
UCF was ready to come back
home.
The men's and
women's teams had a few
golden moments for some of
the players.
Johan Westin notched
career victory number 62,
which tied him with Pedro
Pacheco for most career singles wins. Westin tied the
record by defeating Alex
Herrera 6-3, 6-4 and getting
one out of only two singles
points against Florida State.
Catalin Bradu, a sophomore
for UCF, also had an exciting
win against nationally-ranked
Romain Jurd (65) of FSU.
It was the third victory in
Bradu's career against a
nationally ranked player. He .
won a hard fought match in
the No.2 singles 6-2, 6-7, 6-3.
On the women's side, freshman Emmanuelle Sauze made
her first appearance for UCF
in the No.2 doubles match
with Marieke
Gunawan
against Florida A&M, winning 8-2. Later in the day, in
a singles match-up against
Dia Collins, Sauze got her
first singles victory by winning 6-2, 6-1.
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Lineup change shakes up team
FROM PAGE B-15

COMPILED BY STAFF
AND WIRE REPORTS

Shedden provisionally
qualifies for NCAA
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. Junior Sonja Shedden set both a
personal best and a UCF record
en route to earning provisional
qualifying mark in the 5,000meter ·run during the Indiana
Relays that took place Friday
and Saturday.
Shedden, who recorded a
provisional mark in 10,000meter outdoor event in the
spring of 2001, took first of 17
runners with a time of 16:48.07
in the 5,000-meter indoor event
to beat the second-place runner
Amy Beatty by over a minute.
Junior Erica Garcia broke
her own school record in the
60-meter dash when she took
third place at 7.68.
Three Golden Knights
place in the top 20 in the high
jump. Senior Jamie Pew was
11th at 1.64 meters followed by
junior Kelly Rolloff in 14th at
1.61 and freshman Ann Larsen
in 20th at 1.57. Also performing
well in the field events was
freshman Diana Chin, who took
14th in the long jump leaping
5.42 meters.
Next up for UCF is the
Gator Invitational on Feb. 10 in
Gainesville, Fla.

UCF women's soccer sixth
most improved in 2001
The UCF women's soccer
team was ranked as the sixth
most impr1;wed team in 2001 by
Soccer Buzz Magazine, an
online publication covering collegiate soccer.
The Golden Knights, led
by head coach Amanda
Cromwell, improved from an 811-1 record in 2000 to a 14-6
overall record with a 9-1
Atlantic Sun conference mark.
The 5.5 game improvement was
good enough to win the A-Sun
and enter the conference tournament as the No. 1 seed. UCF
hosted the tournament in 2001
and went 2-0 on its way to
being crowned tournament
champions and received their
its career NCAA tournament
bid.
The Golden Knights are
joined on the list by conference
mates Campbell and Troy State,
For more information go to
www.soccerbuzz.com.

Golden Knights baseball
ranked No. 20 by
NCBWA
The UCF baseball team
received its first mark of
recognition in the polls, by
holding a No. 20 ranking in the
National Collegiate Baseball
Writers of America preseason
poll.
The NCBWA is not as
highly recog~ized as other
national polls like Baseball
America, Collegiate Baseball
or
USA
Today/Baseball
Weekly, but has held its own
capacity in the past few couple
years as it ranked UCF as high
as No. 8 last season.
The weekly poll voting is
conducted by a select panel of
the organization's members,
several are sports information
directors, conference chairs
and distinguished members of
the media. The NCBWA is also
responsible for voting on the
Dick Howser Award, given to
the top collegiate baseball
player each season and a
weekly national player of the
week.
Stanford was ranked No. 1
in the NCBWA poll with
Florida representatives Miami
(No. 2) and Florida State (No.
5) rounding out the sunshine
state's preseason picks.
CBWA Preseason Top 35
(2001 Record): 1. Stanford
(51-17); 2. Miami (53-12); 3.
Southern California (45-19);
4. Clemson (41-22); 5. Florida
State (47-19); 6. Tulane (5613); 7. South Carolina (49-20);
8. Nebraska (50-16); 9. LSU
(44-22); 10. Rice (47-20); 11.
Wichita State (42-24); 12. Cal
State-Fullerton (48-18); 13.
Texas (36-26); 14. Notre Dame
(49-13); 15. Oklahoma State
(42-22); 16. Arizona State (3720); 17. Ole Miss (39-23); 18.
Baylor (37-24); 19. Georgia ·
Tech (41-20); 20. UCF (5114); 21. Mississippi" State (3924); 22. Wake Forest (44-18);
23. Rutgers (42-17); 24. Ohio
State (43-18); 25. Minnesota
(39-21); 26. Purdue (32-24);
27. Texas Tech (43-20); 28 ..
Cal State-Northridge (34-22);
29. Louisiana-Lafayette (2828); 30. Long Beach State (3523); 31. Texas A&M (33-27);
32. Oral Roberts (48-13); 33.
Nevada (30-26); 34. C?lifornia
(34-25); 35. Ball State (34-23).

The Owls got out to a big
lead early, going on a 16-6 run
after UCF's Adrienne Billings
scored the game's first bucket.
FAU used a big shooting advantage, 49 percent to 36 percent, to
take a 47-29 half-time lead.
FAU continued to dominate
early in the second half, its lead
peaking at 20 with 18:51 to go.
But from there UCF would finally heat up and make a game of it.
They outscored FAU 43-29 down
the stretch, getting as close as
four points with just 24 ticks left
on the clock. They had a chance
to cut the lead to two, but a
turnover and two fouls allowed
the Owls to ice it.
Guard Lanetra Cook led the
team with 16 points. Freshman
Takira Allen scoreci a 14 points
and grabbed eight rebounds, both
career highs.

Lineup change
Senior Yvette Ash, a starter
at point guard for 20 games last
season, made her first start of this
year against Campbell. She
replaced Marvelous Washington.
Her inclusion in the lineup
moved Scala to the shooting

guard spot, leading to Scala's 23
points.
"When (Striegler) has 'Vett'
in there it makes you step up to a
whole other level," Scala said.
"She picks us up on defense and I
think that's a big key."
In 32 minutes, Ash finished
with six points, four assists, and
four steals.

Foul trouble
In both the FAU and
Campbell games, UCF continued
a disturbing trend. After setting a
season high in fouls at Campbell
the week before, they surpassed it
with 28 against Georgia State two
days later. Against FAU they
recorded 24 fouls, and got whistled for 25 against Campbell.
"We're going to be more
aggressive because we're going
to be in a man-to-man," Striegler
said. "But the refereeing has been
very one-sided our last several
contests. But if you step your
game up a notch it doesn't matter
what the referees do, you're still
going to come out on top."

Allen improving
The 14 points and eight
rebounds that Allen registered

against Florida Atlantic were both
career highs. It showed her continued.improvement of late, averaging 11.5 points in the last week
of January.
"She's getting better and better. She knows all the little things,
starting to pick them up a lot
quicker," Striegler said. "She's
one of those kids that works,
she's always one to improve."

t

Tough road ahead

This

week UCF has a tough
road trip, playing three A-Sun
opponents. They face the conference's top team, Belmont on the
Feb. 9, followed by Troy State on
the Feb. 10, and Mercer on the
Feb. 16.

Around the Atlantic Sun

t.

Candice Mitchell, a forward
from Belmont, was named Player
of the Week. She scored a career
high
33
points
against
Jacksonville, averaging 25.5 ppg
in two games.
UCF fell out of the conference lead for block shots, as Troy
State took over the top spot at
4.65 a game. The Golden Knights
are second in rebounding with
42.6agame.

Get away from the financial and emotional stress of dorm life
in a cozy and affordable apartment home at Heather Glen.

Heather Glen
Apartments ...
Plenty of Room to Study
& Hang Out With Friends
... Spacious floor plans!
Starting at $615 per month!
Close to UCF. Local Clubs.
Pubs. Shopping 4 Airport
... Just West Qf UCF off
University Blvd.

Resort Style Living
... Relieve your stress

at the pool
6 Pack Abs
... On site fitness center

Opportunity
...Located near major
businesses & employers!
Midnight Munchies
... Vending machines onsite.

Located near a variety
of fast food, grocery
stores & restaurants ·

10801 Heather Ridge Circle

Orlando, FL 32817

407.657.0011

One

Month
FREEi*
*certain restrictions
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for approval;
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CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Following a four-game losing
streak, the Golden Knights pulled
off two upsets in three days. First
they beat Campbell, 58-51, on
Saturday and Monday they beat
Georgia State 54-50.
Against Georgia State UCF
started out cold. The Golden
Knights clid not hit their first field
goal until Ali Roberts hit a layup
five minutes into the game.
Things did not get much better
the rest of the half and UCF trailed
29-18 going into the locker room.
The Golden Knights battled in
the second half and kept the game
close enough that a 9-0 run to end
the game was enough to give them
the victory.
Roberts led the team with 18
points and 12 rebounds, tying her

career high for points and setting a
new career high in rebounds.
Jessica Scala injured her ankle
in the first half and sat out the rest
of the game.
Saturday UCF
defeated conNext6ame ference-rival
Campbell at
at Belmont
the
UCF
Feb. 9,
Arena, 58-51.
3:00 p.m.
It was a slug- (A-Sun confer- gish start for
both
teams.
ence game)
UCF took 6:30
to score its first
points, a three by guard Jessica
Scala. Both teams were sloppy,
UCF turned the ball over 14 times
to Campbell's 13. But as was the
case against Florida Atlantic on
Wednesday, the Camels shot the
ball con~derably better than UCF,
48 percent to 39 percent, and took a

30-26 lead into the half.
The roles reversed in the second half. UCF shot 59 percent from
the field while Campbell went ice
cold. The Camels made just three
field goals in the second half, but
thanks to an unfriehdly whistle the
Golden Knights were unable to pull
away. Campbell made 15-of-21
from the free-throw line after halftime.
UCF was finally able to put
some space between the two teams
as Scala nailed a three to give it a
46-43 lead that it would never relinquish.
"Even though we started off
slowly we were busting it on everything else and it started to pay off,"
Coach Gail Striegler said.
"Everybody that came in played a
good role tonight and that's .what it
takes to win."
Scala led the team with a
career-high 23 points to go along
with five steals. UCF improved to
11-10, 7-5 in the Atlantic Sun.
Last Wednesday the Golden
Knights played host to conferencerival Florida Atlantic and despite a
late rally, fell to the Owls 79-72.
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JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

UCF won five straight
A-Sun games
UCF defeated Mercer 86-53
Saturday at the UCF Arena. UCF
led the entire game and all of
UCF's players played in the game.
''It was a good effort by our
guys," Coach Kirk Speraw said. "I
thought it was a pretty good focus
defensively for most of the ball
game. It really set the tone early in
regards to being tough on them
defensively."
Five Golden Knights scored
in double figures while Mercer's
leader scored nine points. Stephen
Graham led UCF with 15 points.
Josh Bodden, who started the
game at center, had 13 points and
a game-high eight rebounds. Joey

Graham had 13 points and six
boards. Jason Thornton scored 14
and Marius Boyd continued to
play well defensively, blocking
two shots and getting two steals.
As a team, UCF shot 57 percent from the floor and 50 percent
(8-16) from three-point range.
Mercer shot 26 percent from the
field and 22 percent from three.
The win over Mercer was
expected, but Speraw was worried
about a letdown after UCF's tough
84-79 loss against South Florida
on Jan. 29.
"I think our guys got focused
back on the conference and what
we need to do in the conference,"
Speraw said. ''This is the sign of a
mature basketball team."
UCF's five-game conference
winning streak came to an end
Monday. Troy State, the A-Sun's
first-place team beat the Golden

Knights, 64-58, at the UCF Arena.
"(Troy State's) defense is
very good," Speraw said. "I didn't
think we had high energy defensively, even though we didn't play
poor defensively. We didn't have
the same high energy we've had
the last five games."
One reason for that was foul
trouble. Joey Graham fouled out
with over six minutes left in the
second half. Ray Abellard and
Marius Boyd, UCF's defensive
specialist, both missed significant
time because of foul trouble.
Lovell Craig, a reserve, was
the only Trojan with over three
fouls.
As a team, the Golden
Knights shot 11-of-20 from the
free throw line and 5-of-17 from
three-point range. Abellard led the
team with 14 points and two steals.
Center Paul Reed had 10
points and 10 rebounds. Joey and
Stephen Graham also scored in
double figures and Al Miller had a
game-high assists.

Dotson returns
Junior Ed Dotson made his
early. return against Mercer.
Dotson, a transfer from Centenary,
broke his left leg against
Jacksonville on Nov. 29 and was
expected to miss the remainder of
the season.
"That was something that we
had not anticipated," Speraw said,
"but he has made tremendous

progress in the last two weeks. We
didn't think that he'd make that
kind of recovery. It's pretty exceptional."
Dotson averaged nearly
seven points and four rebcmnds a
game before he got injured. He
entered the Mercer game with just
over 14 minutes left in the second
half and had four points and a
rebound in 10 minutes.
"My leg felt fine, it was just
me being nervous," Dotson said.
"I was nervous and tired, but at the
same time happy just to be out on
the court again."
Dotson added that his timing
was off and that he's not in great
shape.
"He wanted to play," Speraw
said. "He wanted to play this year.
He wanted to play the rest of the
games. He wanted that opportunity. We knew he was rusty. We
knew that this would be a little
soon for him from a timing standpoint. We'd like to get him a few
more practices and that sort of
thing, but we also felt as this game
progressed that this was a game
we needed to get him some time,
get him some minutes, and get
him to feel good about the flow of
the game.
"I consider it a tremendous,
miraculous rehab that he's been
through. He's got four weeks
before the tournament, so we'll
see how he progresses." ·
Dotson's return will give

UCF some much-needed depth
down low. Without Dotson, the
team has been starting four
guards, with Marius Boyd (6'4")
starting at power forward. Boyd
has been excellent and will continue to start, but more size may be
helpful later in the season.

c

Attendance high
UCF had its highest attendance of the season against South
Florida on Jan. 29. The announced
attendance was 2,304 people and
the team did not disappoint. UCF
played the best it ever has against
USF and had a chance to win the
game late. UCF usually has about
1,000 fans at each game.
The season-high attendance
may be challenged at the Atlantic
Sun Tournament, which is Feb. 28
to March 2. If UCF wins the tournament, it will qualify for the
NCAA Tournament.

UCF goes on the road
The Golden Knights play at
Georgia State and Campbell this
week. UCF lost to 92-84 Georgia
State in overtime at the UCF
Arena on Jan. 7. GSU is currently
9-5 in the conference. Campbell,
4-10 in the A-Sun, lost at the UCF
Arena 99-86 in overtime on Jan. 5.
All six of UCF's remaining
games will be important for seeding in the conference tournament.
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Orlando, FL 32837
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Arrogance needed, coach says
.JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

The UCF Men's golf team
starts its spring season this weekend at the Gator Invitational in
Gainesville. The Golden Knights
will try to improve on a fall season that did not go as well as
hoped.
"It was a little disappointing," Coach Nick Clinard said.
"Our immediate goal is to get better. We'll just continue to get better and work ,hard."
Clinard is in his first season
after replacing Brian Craig, who
left to beconte' the head coach at
the University of Kentucky.
Clinard led UCF to two 12th
place, one 13th place and two
15th place finishes during fall, but

expects an improvement during
spring.
"For this year, we want to
improve and hopefully play well
in the conference," Clinard said.
"Our main goal is to win the conference tournament, which would
take us to the NCAA Regional. I
think we have a decent chance at
the conference tournament. It's a
matter of getting the guys to
believe in themselves."
This year's Golden Knights
have plenty of reason to be confident. Junior Ben Osbrach and
sophomore Stephen Davis both
finished last season well. They
will be complemented by Andreas
Hoegberg and Jonathan Fransson,
a pair of Swedish freshmen who
impressed during fall.
"I think Ben Osbrach and

/ f)

l\'e have some
good players.
They just need
to believe in
themselves and
have a little bit
more arrogance
when they
goto
tournament•••
-NICK CLINARD
Men's' golf coach ,

Stephen Davis will definitely be
big-time contributors," ·Clinard
said. "Andreas Hoegberg is so talented. He's more talented than
anybody thinks he is. Jon Francis
is a freshman too. He should help
us out this spring because he
works so hard."
"We have some good players," he said, "they just need to
believe in themselves and have a
little bit more arrogance when
they go to a rournament, instead of
thinking that they' re used to getting beaten."
The young Golden Knight
team will have time to do that
before
the
Atlantic
Sun
Tournament, which will be hosted
by UCF April 22 through April 24
in Deer Island. However, a loss at
that tournament would not neces-

Students! You Can Afford
Resort-Style Livin~NOW!
l!]NLIMITED local phone service (4 lines)
nJROADBAND (T1) 24-hour Internet in all
bedrooms. No other Internet provider needed.
E-mail account & Web site space included

l!JtGITAL TV Programming
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Large pool, sun deck & whirlpool spa
Computer center with Tl Internet
Clubhouse with large-screen T.V.
Movie theater & game room (Riverwind)
Basketball & sand volleyball (Boardwalk)
Fitness center with T.V.

Baseball
plays fair
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last game of a four-game weekend were homeruns. Talk about
efficiency. That will teach
Bethune-Cookman to throw its
ace pitcher against the Golden
Knights.

Utilities, phone, Internet & TV programming included!
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sarily make this season a disappointment. It takes time to build a
program, and Clinard will look at
the long term.
Two top-rated recruits have
already signed letters of intent to
play for UCF next year. Stefan
Wistorf, a high school senior from
Bradenton, placed in the top 10 in
four American Junior Golf
Association tournaments last
summer. Barry Roof of South
Carolina will transfer from community college. Clinard expects
both to make and impact as early
as next year.
''The chrection we're headed
with this program is toward being
one of top-25 teams in the nation,"
Clinard said. ''That's my ultimate
goal, and I think all the guys on
the team understand that."

+ Fully equipped kitchen & laundry
+ Luxury fully-furnished living room,
dining room and bedrooms

+ 4 big bedrooms, 4 full baths
+ Deadbolts, alarm & gated access
@
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Baseball
Apparently the baseball

team wanted to begin this season
the way it began last season. The
Golden Knights split the opening
weekend series with Florida
International again, but they
made some alterations this year.
Last season they lost the
first game, 2-6, but came back to
shut out FIU in the second game,
9-0. This season they won the
first game, 5-4, then lost the second, 5-4. This year they decided
to play fair- both teams got to
win one and they both scored
nine runs in the two games .

Track and field
Sonja Shedden, arguably the

best distance runner in UCF history, set another UCF record last
weekend when she earned a provisional qualifying time in the
5,000-meter run. She finished in
16.48:07, beating the next person
by over a minute.

Tennis

I

The men's team is 2-2 with
wins over Samford and BethuneCookman, w.hile the women's
team is 2-1 with wins over
Jacksonville and Florida A&M.

, UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA

Golf
The men's and women's
golf teams tee off this week for
the first time this year. The men
travel to the University of Florida
for the Gator Invitational on Feb.
9-10. The women stay in
Orlando to host the UCF
Invitational on Feb. 11-12.
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JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

UCF splits FIU series
UCF lost to Florida
International 5-4 on Saturday
in Miami, a day after opening
the season with a win.
The
Golden Knights
scored four runs in the ninth
inning and had two runners on
base when Matt Fox grounded
out to end the game.
Center
fielder
Clay
Timpner, a freshman from
Alva, Fla., went 3-for-4 and
scored a run in his debut.
Jeremy Frost and Dee Brown
both went 2for-5
and
Frost
had
a
NextGame
RBI.
at Bethune
Mark
Cookman
Michael
Feb. 12,
started for
and
3:00.p.m.
UCF
pitched five
and a third
innings, giving up four runs
and eight hits. Senior Zack
Sutton replaced Michael and
got five outs without giving up
a run. Jason Graham struck
out the side in the eighth
inning but gave up the
unearned run that would be the
winner for the Golden
Panthers.
On Friday, UCF came
from behind to beat FIU 5-4.
The Golden Knights had just
four hits in the game, but were
able to manufacture runs.

George Cox's bases-loaded
ground ball in the .ninth drove
in Bo Hall for the winning run.
Second baseman Adam
Miller hit a home run and right
fielder Wayne Summers had
three runs batted in.
Lincoln Mincks started
for UCF and gave up eight
hits, four runs and had six
strikeouts in five and twothirds. Junior Nick Whidden
replaced Mincks and went
nearly perfect the rest of the
way, striking out two while
giving up no hits or runs · and
only one walk.

Transfers start well
UCF got 10 transfers this
year, many of whom played
well over the weekend.
Mincks (Iowa State), Michael
(Kentucky) and Whidden
(Florida State) all transferred
this year and pitched during
the opening weekend.
Hall (DBCC) and Miller
(NC State) are also transfers.
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made it difficult to adjust to
playing the power forward),"
Boyd said. "My quickness
(helps overcome the size disadvantage). I think being able to
not let the offensive guy feel
where my body is by giving
him a different variation every
time down the floor, as far as
fronting the post and then
being in the back, playing on
the side, it's different, so he
doesn't get a good feel on
where the ball is going."
That strategy has worked.
Against Boyd, other power forwards have struggled. As a
team, UCF's defense has
improved. With Boyd in the
starting lineup, opponents are
averaging fewer points per
game.
Along with the defensive
boost, Boyd has scored some
timely baskets. Against Florida

Atlantic on Jan. 22, with the
game tied 41-41 and less then
eight minutes to play, Boyd hit
two consecutive jumpers and
UCF led the rest of the game.
However, offense is not a main
concern.
"Offensive is not the key
_for me," Boyd said. "It's definitely the defensive end. I take
a lot of pride in shutting my
man down. (My goal is) to stop
every opponent I come across.
If that's their leading scorer, I
don' t want their leading scorer
to get his average or even within six points or eight points of
their average."
As a starter, Boyd is averaging just over seven points a
game, but more importantly,
the team is 5-1, 5-0 in the ASun. He's a winner. The last
team Boyd consistently started
for, his high school team in
Milwaukee, Wis., went 75-4 in
Boyd's final three years there,

winning the state title his
senior and sophomore years
and coming in second place in
between.
As a senior, Boyd was
named Player of the Year in the
North Shore Conference, Firstteam All-Milwaukee Suburban,
first-team all-state tournament
and second team all-state.
UCF, Northern Iowa,
Wisconsin at . Green Bay,
Wisconsin at Milwaukee,
Butler and Youngstown State
all wanted Boyd. He chose
Northern Iowa, but quickly
realized he made the wrong
choice.
''I made a mistake in the
first place," Boyd said. "I went
there and I didn't like it, but
coach Speraw gave me a second chance. It was up to me to
come down here and work hard
for him."
Boyd has done just that,
and the work is paying off.

UCF travels
The Golden Knights have
this weekend off, but play
Bethune-Cookman
on
Tuesday. UCF will not be
home until Feb. 22, when the
Golden Knights start a threegame
series
against
Monmouth from New Jersey.
The conference schedule
does not start ·until March 15
against Troy State in Orlando.

Come out and

JOIN

UCF's Dungeon Dwellers

For information on joining
the Dungeon Dwellers.
contact Gert Garman at:

t}

Cheer on your Golden
Knights Basketball team as
.a Dungeon Dweller; and
score a FREET-Shirt and
FREE Big Daddy's Pizza
before the games!
The next home game
is Thurs, Feb. 14!

gert@mail.ucf.edu
407-823-6398
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Golden Knights 2-2 in their debut
FROM PAGE
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herself out with a two-run homerun
with two outs. Best, a freshman,
upped the Golden Knight lead to 30 when she knocked one out over
the center field fence in the fourth.
''When she hits the long ball,
she hits .all upper body, there's no.
leg in it whatsoever," Gillispie
said.
B-CC cut the lead to one in
- the bottom of the fourth, before
Manz got up in the top of the fifth
and hit a solo shot over the left
field fence, giving UCF a 4-2 lead.
At the end of UCF's opening
weekend, Manz leads the team in
batting (.455), slugging percentage
(.727) and on-base percentage
(.500).
"In every game we've had,
she's been a key hitter in the
game," Gillispie said. "She's been
so solid at the plate for us. Lindsey
just makes everything seem so
easy. We feel very confident when
she comes up."
B-CC added one more run in
the bottom of the seventh, but UCF
was able to hold on for the victory.
In their early game Sunday,
the Golden Knights -lost 2-1 to
Arkansas. Freshman pitcher Lindy
Oakley took a 1-1 tie into the bot-

Simmons. At weekend's end Cupp
has a 1.83 ERA. She pitched 19
and two-thirds innings, including
two complete games. She gave .up
16 hits and six runs, only four of
which were earned. She walked
one batter, while striking out nine.
Cupp's lone loss came in a
complete-game effort against BCC. She gave up five hits, only one
earned run and had four strikeouts.
UCF lost the game in extra
innings when a base runner was
caught in a run-down after a pop

fly.

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

This weekend the Golden Knights host the UCF /Triple Crown Sports Tournament in St. Augustine.
tom of the seventh, but a one-out
single by Cortney Mitchell
knocked in the winning run for the
Razorbacks.
Oakley, who is recovering
from shoulder surgery, pitched a
complete game, giving up five hits
and one earned run. She threw 93
pitches, while Gillispie said
Oakley was only pitching up to 70

pitches in practice. She added that
she had pitcher Pysha Simmons
ready to go if Oakley struggled, but
Oakley was pitching well.
"She just hung in there,"
Gillispie said. "She said she wasn't
sore afterward. She was tired, but
she wasn't sore, which is a good
thing for us. We're going to have to
have her ready to go for the sea-

son."
UCF also split Saturday's
games, beating Arkansas, 6-5, and
losing to Bethune-Cookman, 3-2.
Against Arkansas, Manz had
the game-winning RBI on a fourthinning single up the middle that
scored Jania Shinhoster.
Cupp (2-1) picked up the win
in five innings of relief of

UCF opened up its inaugural
season with a 2-2 record.
"If you look at the games over
this whole weekend, with a difference of one call or one play we
could be 4-0 right now," Gillispie
said.
The players were happy to
finally be able to put on their uniforms and play.
'We've just been waiting for
this for so long I'm glad we finally
started," Man.z said.
This weekend the Golden
Knights · host the UCF/Triple
Crown Sports Tournament in St.
Augustine. Joining the Golden
Knights will be Mississippi,
Marshall, Bethune-Cookman and
Tennessee.
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The Dung·e on!

UCF's on-campus 40,000 seat football stadium
Real college football atmosphere!
Convenient for student attendance

This would be our house!
UCF keeps all parking revenue
UCF keeps all concession revenue
UCF keeps all luxury box revenue
UCF keeps: all stadium advertising revenue
Show recruits ·a true commitment to excellence
Inspire new Golden Knight traditions

An on campus stadium IS possible! Together we can make it happen.
Tell us what you think.
Email · UCFS T ADIUM@yahoo.com
Advertisement sponsored by Alumni for Athletic Education and Facilities
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Faster pitching please

COMMENTARY

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The state of
UCFsports
Men's basketball ·

JOE KALEITA I

CFF

UCF pitcher Dottie Cupp finished the weekend at Bethune-Cookman with a 2-1 record and a 1.83 ERA.
Cupp hit her
first home
run of the
season
Sunday
against
Bethune·
Cookman.
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

The Golden Knights hit three home
runs off Bethune-Cookman's ace
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The UCF softball team's
bats woke up in the final · of its
four games last weekend and all
it took was facing BethuneCookman's ace.
Do~e Cupp, Stephanie Best
and Lindsey Manz each took
Miranda Mayse deep as UCF
defeated the Wildcats 4-3
Sunday.
Mayse was B-CC's top
pitcher last year. She went 27-11

Undersized, but quick
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

Three weeks ago, Marius Boyd was
a backup guard fighting for playing time.
Now he's UCF's starting power forward
and a defensive force.
"Marius is giving us a lot of energy
right now and that's critical," UCF
Coach Kirk Speraw said.
Defense and hustle have been
Boyd's best assets. He is averaging over
three steals per game and has led the

team in steals in every
game he has started
Men's
but one. The 6-foot-4Hoops
190-pound
inch,
junior has made up for
Notebook
his lack of size with
see pg. B-16
quickness, and it's
frustrating his opponents.
"Being undersized
and being vertically challenged (has
PLEASE SEE Boyd oN B-18

with a 1.52 ERA and she gave up
only 10 home runs all oflast year.
"Our one through five/six
hitters do better against faster
pitching," Coach Renee Gillispie
said. "When they brought in their
No. 1 ace and she was throwing
some heat our girls were wrapping it up, they were saying 'this
is what we want."'
Cupp, who pitched a complete game, began the power
surge in the first inning, helping
PLEASE SEE Golden oN B-19

Boyd is a big
reason the
Golden
Knights have
won five of ·
their last
seven
games.
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Shockwaves traveled through
the UCF Arena on Saturday when
Ed Dotson emerged from the
bench and walked to the scorer's
table, and no, he wasn't going to,
pick up someone's shooting shirt,
he was checking into the game.
This is the same Ed Dotson
who, almost two months ago to the
day, broke his leg and had to have
a titanium rod implanted in his
shin. Fans were told he would be
gone for the season and the Golden
Knights were left with only three
post players.
It seems Dotson did not like
the sound of sitting out yet another
season (he sat out last year after
transferring from Centenary), and
pulled off an amazing recovery. He
played for 10 minutes against
Mercer, scoring four points, grabbing one rebound and a steal.
He looked a little rusty and a
little out of shape, but he looked
happy to be playing. He has about
four weeks until the Atlantic Sun
tournament and the Golden
Knights had managed a four-game
conference winning streak without
him. Just imagine what they'll be
able to do with him.

Women's basketball
They won four straight, then
lost four straight. The women's
basketball team picked an inopportune time to have a slump (against
four of the top five teams in the
conference), but may have picked
an even better time to pull out of it
if Saturday was any indication.
In a defensive struggle, the
freshmen combination of Ali
Roberts and Takira Allen held last
season's conference-player of the
year April Cromartie of Campbell
to 13 points on just 4-of-12 from
the floor. She leads the conference
and is fourth in the nation in field
goal percentage (63.9). The Golden
Knights (11-10, 7-5) won 58-5L
moving them into a tie with the
Camels (9-10, 7-5) for fifth place
in the A-Sun. UCF has seven
games left (all are conference
games) and five of the seven are on
the road.

Softball
Half of the team's hits in the
PLEASE SEE Baseball oN B-17
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